
10 Model Pendanaan Nirlaba
Disarikan dari Ten Profit Funding Models 
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�1BSB�FLTFLVUJG�MFNCBHB�QSPàU�NFOHHVOBLBO�NPEFM�CJTOJT���TFQFSUJ��QFOZFEJB�
CFSCJBZB�SFOEBI��BUBV��QJTBV�DVLVS�EBO�TJMFU����TFCBHBJ�DBSB�SJOHLBT�VOUVL�
NFOHHBNCBSLBO�EBO�NFNBIBNJ�CBHBJNBOB�QFSVTBIBBO�EJCBOHVO�EBO�
EJQFSUBIBOLBO��1BSB�FLTFLVUJG�OPOQSPàU�UJEBL�CFHJUV�FLTQMJTJU�UFOUBOH�NPEFM�
QFOEBOBBO�NFSFLB�EBO�CFMVN�NFNJMJLJ�LPTBLBUB�ZBOH�TFUBSB�ZBOH�BLIJSOZB�
NFSVHJLBO�NFSFLB���TBNQBJ�TFLBSBOH��

6BOH� BEBMBI� UPQJL� QFNCJDBSBBO� LPOTUBO� EJ�
BOUBSB� QBSB� QFNJNQJO� OJSMBCB�� #FSBQB� CBOZBL�
ZBOH� LJUB� CVUVILBO � %J� NBOB� LJUB� CJTB�
NFOFNVLBOOZB �.FOHBQB� UJEBL�BEB� MFCJI�EBSJ�
JUV �%J�NBTB�FLPOPNJ�TVMJU� KFOJT�QFSUBOZBBO� JOJ�
NFOKBEJ�MFCJI�TFSJOH�EBO�NFOEFTBL�

4BZBOHOZB� UJEBL� BEB� KBXBCBO�� *UV� LBSFOB�
QFNJNQJO�MFNCBHB�OPOQSPàU�KBVI�MFCJI�DBOHHJI�
EBMBN� NFNCVBU� QSPHSBN� EBSJQBEB� NFOEBOBJ�
PSHBOJTBTJOZB� EBO� EFSNBXBO� TFSJOH� LBMJ�
LFTVMJUBO�NFNBIBNJ�EBNQBL�	EBO�CBUBTBO
�EBSJ�
EPOBTJ�NFSFLB�

"EB�LPOTFLVFOTJ�EBSJ�LFUJEBLKFMBTBO�àOBOTJBM�JOJ��
+JLB� MFNCBHB�OPOQSPàU�EBO�TVNCFS�QFOEBOBBO�
UJEBL�CFSKPEPI�VBOH�UJEBL�BLBO�NFOHBMJS�LF�BSFB�
BSFB� ZBOH� CFSNBOGBBU� QBEB� IBKBU� IJEVQ� PSBOH�
CBOZBL��-FCJI�TFSJOH�BLJCBUOZB�BEBMBI�QSPHSBN�
ZBOH�NFOKBOKJLBO�EJQPUPOH�EJCBUBTJ�BUBV�UJEBL�
QFSOBI�EJMVODVSLBO��,FUJLB�EPMBS�NFOKBEJ�LFUBU�
LFLBDBVBO� QFOHHBMBOHBO� EBOB� LFNVOHLJOBO�
CFTBS�BLBO�UFSKBEJ�

4FCBMJLOZB�EJ�EVOJB�QSPàU�BEB�EFSBKBU�LFKFSOJIBO�
ZBOH�KBVI�MFCJI�UJOHHJ�CFSLBJUBO�EFOHBO�NBTBMBI�
LFVBOHBO�� 5FSVUBNB� LFUJLB� TBNQBJ� QBEB�
QFNBIBNBO�CBHBJNBOB�CJTOJT�ZBOH�CFSCFEB�JOJ�

CFSPQFSBTJ  � ZBOH� CJTB� E J S JOHLBT� EBMBN�
TFQFSBOHLBU�QSJOTJQ�ZBOH�EJLFOBM�TFCBHBJ�NPEFM�
CJTOJT��.FTLJQVO� UJEBL�BEB�CFOUVL�CBLV�NPEFM�
CJTOJT� LPSQPSBTJ� BEB� CFCFSBQB� LFTFQBLBUBO�
UFOUBOH�BQB�ZBOH�EJNBLTVE�EFOHBO�JOWFTUPS�EBO�
FLTFLVUJG�TBNB�TBNB�EBQBU�UFSMJCBU�EBMBN�EJTLVTJ�
UFOUBOH� TUSBUFHJ� QFSVTBIBBO� UFSUFOUV�� ,FUJLB�
TFTFPSBOH� NFOHBUBLBO� CBIXB� QFSVTBIBBO�
NFSFLB�BEBMBI��QFOZFEJB�CFSCJBZB�SFOEBI��BUBV�
�QFOHFKBS� UFSDFQBU�� HBNCBSBO� VNVN� UFOUBOH�
CBHBJNBOB� QFSVTBIBBO� JUV� CFSPQFSBTJ� TVEBI�
DVLVQ� KFMBT�� %FNJLJBO� QVMB� QFSOZBUBBO� CBIXB�
QFSVTBIBBO� NFOHHVOBLBO� NPEFM� �QJTBV� DVLVS�
EBO� TJMFU�� NFOHHBNCBSLBO� KFOJT� IVCVOHBO�



QFMBOHHBO�ZBOH�CFSLFMBOKVUBO�EBO� TBNB�TFLBMJ�
CVLBO�TPBM�QSPEVL�DVLVS�

,FVOHHVMBO� EBSJ� NFUBGPSB� TFNBDBN� JUV� JBMBI�
NFNVOHLJOLBO� QBSB� QFNJNQJO� CJTOJT� EBQBU�
NFOHBSUJLVMBTJLBO� EFOHBO� DFQBU� EBO� KFMBT�
CBHBJNBOB�NFSFLB�BLBO�TVLTFT�EJ�QBTBS��)BM�JOJ�
KVHB� NFNVEBILBO� JOWFTUPS� VOUVL� NFOBOZBLBO�
LFQBEB� QBSB� FLTFLVUJG� UFOUBOH� CBHBJNBOB�
NFSFLB�BLBO�NFOHIBTJMLBO�VBOH��#PMBL�CBMJL�JOJ�
NFOJOHLBULBO� QFMVBOH� CJTOJT� BLBO� CFSIBTJM�
JOWFTUPS� BLBO� NFOHIBTJMLBO� VBOH� EBO� TFNVB�
PSBOH�BLBO�CFMBKBS�MFCJI�CBOZBL�EBSJ�QFOHBMBNBO�
NFSFLB�
%VOJB�OPOQSPàU�KBSBOH�UFSMJCBU�EBMBN�QFSDBLBQBO�

ZBOH� KFMBT� EBO� SJOHLBT� UFOUBOH� TUSBUFHJ�
QFOEBOBBO� KBOHLB� QBOKBOH� PSHBOJTBTJ�� )BM� JOJ�
LBSFOB�CFSCBHBJ� KFOJT�QFOEBOBBO�ZBOH�NFOKBEJ�
CBIBO� CBLBS� PSHBOJTBTJ� OJSMBCB� UJEBL� QFSOBI�
EJEFàOJTJLBO� EFOHBO� KFMBT�� -FCJI� EBSJ� TFLBEBS�
LFNJTLJOBO� CBIBTB� TJUVBTJ� JOJ�NFXBLJMJ��� EBO�
NFOHBLJCBULBO���LFNJTLJOBO�QFNBIBNBO�EBO�
QFNJLJSBO�ZBOH�KFSOJI�

.FMBMVJ�QFOFMJUJBO�LBNJ�UFMBI�NFOHJEFOUJàLBTJ����
NPEFM� OPOQSPàU� ZBOH� VNVN� EJHVOBLBO� PMFI�
MFNCBHB� OPOQSPàU� UFSCFTBS� EJ� "NFSJLB� 4FSJLBU��
	-JIBU��.PEFM�1FOEBOBBO��EJ�IBMBNBO�w�
��5VKVBO�
LBNJ� CVLBO� VOUVL� NFNCFSJ � SFTFQ� TBUV�
QFOEFLBUBO� ZBOH� BLBO� EJQBLBJ� PMFI� MFNCBHB�

OPOQSPàU� UFSUFOUV�� 4FCBMJLOZB� LBNJ� CFSIBSBQ�
EBQBU� NFNCBOUV� QBSB� QFNJNQJO� OJSMBCB�
NFOHBSUJLVMBTJLBO�MFCJI�KFMBT�NPEFM�ZBOH�NFSFLB�
QFSDBZB� EBQBU� NFOEVLVOH� QFSUVNCVIBO�
PSHBOJTBTJ� NFSFLB�� ,FNVEJBO� NFOHHVOBLBO�
XBXBTBO� JUV� VOUVL� NFNFSJLTB� QPUFOTJ� EBO�
LFOEBMB�ZBOH�UFSLBJU�EFOHBO�NPEFM�UFSTFCVU�



"EB� BMBTBO� NFOHBQB� TFLUPS� OJSMBCB� CFMVN�
N F O H F N C B O H L B O � L P T B L B U B � N P E F M�
QFOEBOBBOOZB� TFOEJSJ�� 4BMBI� TBUVOZB� BEBMBI�
LBSFOB�NFOKBMBOLBO�PSHBOJTBTJ�OJSMBCB�VNVNOZB�
MFCJI� SVNJU� EBSJQBEB� NFOKBMBOLBO� CJTOJT� QSPàU�
EFOHBO� VLVSBO� ZBOH� TFCBOEJOH�� ,FUJLB� CJTOJT�
QSPàU�NFOFNVLBO�DBSB�VOUVL�NFODJQUBLBO�OJMBJ�
CBHJ� QFMBOHHBO� VNVNOZB� JB� NFOFNVLBO�
TVNCFS� QFOEBQBUBOOZB�� QFMBOHHBO� NFNCBZBS�
OJMBJOZB�

%FOHBO�QFOHFDVBMJBO�ZBOH�KBSBOH�UFSKBEJ�IBM�JUV�
UJEBL� CFSMBLV� EJ� TFLUPS� OJSMBCB�� 4BBU� MFNCBHB�
OJSMBCB�NFOFNVLBO�DBSB�VOUVL�NFODJQUBLBO�OJMBJ�
C B H J � Q F O F S J N B � N B O G B B U � 	 N J T B M O Z B �
NFOHJOUFHSBTJLBO� OBSBQJEBOB� LFNCBMJ� LF�
NBTZBSBLBU� BUBV� NFOZFMBNBULBO� TQFTJFT� ZBOH�
UFSBODBN� QVOBI
� JUV� CVLBO� CFSBSUJ� TFLBMJHVT�
NFOHJEFOUJàLBTJ�NFTJO� VBOHOZB�� *B�NFSVQBLBO�
MBOHLBI�ZBOH�UFSQJTBI�

1SPGFTPS� CJTOJT� 6OJWFSTJUBT� %VLF� +�� (SFHPSZ�
%FFT� EBMBN� LBSZBOZB� UFOUBOH� LFXJSBVTBIBBO�
TPTJBM�NFOKFMBTLBO�LFCVUVIBO�VOUVL�NFNBIBNJ�
QSPQPTJTJ�OJMBJ�EPOPS�EBO�QSPQPTJTJ�OJMBJ�QFOFSJNB��
$MBSB�.JMMFS�$&0�/POQSPàU�'JOBODF�'VOE�ZBOH�
KVHB� UFMBI�NFOVMJT�EFOHBO�TBOHBU�CBJL� UFOUBOH�
EJMFNB� JOJ�NFOHBUBLBO�CBIXB�TFNVB� MFNCBHB�
OPO�QSPàU�CFSBEB�EBMBN�EVB��CJTOJT���1FSUBNB�
UFSLBJU� EFOHBO� LFHJBUBO� QSPHSBN� NFSFLB� EBO�
LFEVB� UFSLBJU� EFOHBO� QFOJOHLBUBO� �TVCTJEJ��
BNBM��

"LJCBU�QFSCFEBBO�BOUBSB�QFOFSJNB�EBO�QFNCFSJ�
EBOB � BTQFL� LS J U JT � 	EBO� LPTBLBUB� ZBOH�
NFOZFSUBJOZB
� EBSJ� NPEFM� QFOEBOBBO� OJSMBCB�
QFSMV�EJQBIBNJ�TFDBSB�UFSQJTBI�EBSJ�BTQFL�EVOJB�
QSPàU�� *UV� KVHB� NFOHBQB� LBNJ� NFOHHVOBLBO�
JTUJMBI�NPEFM�QFOEBOBBO�EBO�CVLBO�NPEFM�CJTOJT�
VOUVL� NFOHHBNCBSLBO� LFSBOHLB� LFSKBOZB��
.PEFM� CJTOJT� NFOHHBCVOHLBO� QJMJIBO� UFOUBOH�

TUSVLUVS� CJBZB� EBO� QSPQPTJTJ� OJMBJ� LFQBEB�
QFOFSJNB�NBOGBBU�

.PEFM� QFOEBOBBO� CBHBJNBOBQVO� IBOZB�
CFSGPLVT�QBEB�QFOEBOBBO�CVLBO�QBEB�QSPHSBN�
EBO�MBZBOBO�ZBOH�EJUBXBSLBO�LFQBEB�QFOFSJNB�

4FNVB�FLTFLVUJG�OPOQSPàU�EBQBU�NFOHHVOBLBO�
���NPEFM�QFOEBOBBO�LBNJ�VOUVL�NFOJOHLBULBO�
QFOHHBMBOHBO� EBOB� EBO� NBOBKFNFO� NFSFLB��
5FUBQ�LFHVOBBO�NPEFM�JOJ�NFOKBEJ�TBOHBU�QFOUJOH�
TBBU�MFNCBHB�OPOQSPàU�NFOKBEJ�MFCJI�CFTBS��"EB�
CBOZBL�DBSB�VOUVL�NFOHVNQVMLBO�TFCBOZBL�����
KVUB� TFUBIVO� CFCFSBQB� EJ� BOUBSBOZB� EBQBU�
EJJNQSPWJTBTJ� TFMBNB� QSPTFT� UFSTFCVU�� /BNVO�
CFHJUV�PSHBOJTBTJ�NFODPCB�NFOHVNQVMLBO������
KVUB�NFOKBEJ������KVUB�BUBV�MFCJI�TFUJBQ�UBIVO�KBMVS�
ZBOH�UFSTFEJB�KBEJ�MFCJI�TFEJLJU��+VNMBI�QFNCVBU�
LFQVUVTBO�QPUFOTJBM�ZBOH�QVOZB�XFXFOBOH�BUBT�
QFOHFMVBSBO� VBOH� EBMBN� KVNMBI� CFTBS� BLBO�

1FOFSJNB�.BOGBBU
#VLBO�1FMBOHHBO



NFOZVTVU�� %FOHBO� LBUB� MBJO� "OEB� QFSMV�
NFOHHBFUOZB� TFDBSB� NBTTBM�� 4FMBJO� JUV� QFSMV�
GBLUPS�MFCJI�LVBU�VOUVL�NFNFOHBSVIJ�QFOHBNCJM�
LFQVUVTBO� NFOZBUBLBO� �TFUVKV�� 	BMJBT� UJEBL�
IBOZB� EJQFOHBSVIJ� PMFI� TBUV� QFNJNQJO� OJSMBCB�
ZBOH�LBSTJNBUJL
��

1FOFMJUJBO� LBNJ� UFSIBEBQ� MFNCBHB� OPOQSPàU�
CFTBS�NFOHPOàSNBTJ�IBM�JOJ��%BMBN�TFCVBI�TUVEJ�
CBSV�CBSV� JOJ� LBNJ� NFOHJEFOUJàLBTJ� ����
PSHBOJTBTJ�OJSMBCB��ZBOH�EJEJSJLBO�TFKBL��������
UFMBI�UVNCVI�IJOHHB������KVUB�QFS�UBIVO�BUBV�MFCJI�
EBSJ� TFHJ� VLVSBO�� ,BNJ� NFOFNVLBO� CBIXB�
NBTJOH�NBTJOH� PSHBOJTBTJ� JOJ� UVNCVI� CFTBS�
EFOHBO� NFOHFKBS� TVNCFS� QFOEBOBBO� ZBOH�
TQFTJàL�TFSJOH� LBMJ� UFSLPOTFOUSBTJ� EJ� TBUV�
TVNCFS� EBOB� UFSUFOUV�ZBOH� DPDPL� VOUVL�
NFOEVLVOH� KFOJT� QFLFSKBBO� UFSUFOUV� NFSFLB��
.BTJOH�NBTJOH� KVHB� UF MBI� NFNCBOHVO�
LFNBNQVBO� QFOHHBMBOHBO� EBOB� JOUFSOBM� ZBOH�
TBOHBU� QSPGFTJPOBM� EFOHBO� NFOBSHFULBO� QBEB�
TVNCFS�TVNCFS�UFSTFCVU�

%FOHBO� LBUB� MBJO� UJBQ� MFNCBHB� OPOQSPàU� ZBOH�
TBOHBU�CFTBS�TVEBI�NFNJMJLJ�NPEFM�QFOEBOBBO�
ZBOH�CFSLFNCBOH�EFOHBO�CBJL�

4FNBLJO� CFTBS� KVNMBI� EBOB� ZBOH� EJCVUVILBO�
TFNBLJO� QFOUJOH� VOUVL� NFOHJLVUJ� QBTBS�
QFOEBOBBO�ZBOH�TVEBI�BEB�TFCFMVNOZB��:BJUV�EJ�
NBOB� NPUJWBTJ� QFOHBNCJM� LFQVUVTBO� UFSUFOUV�

UFMBI�LPLPI���,FMPNQPL�CFTBS�QFOEPOPS�JOEJWJEV�
NJTBMOZB� UFMBI�CFSHBCVOH�EFOHBO�LFQSJIBUJOBO�
CFSTBNB� NFOHFOBJ� CFSCBHBJ� NBTBMBI� TFQFSUJ�
QFOFMJUJBO�LBOLFS�QBZVEBSB��1FOHHBMBOHBO�EBOB�
QFNFSJOUBI�VOUVL�NFOHVUJQ�DPOUPI� MBJO�TVEBI�
NFNJMJLJ� UVKVBO� LIVTVT� TFQFSUJ� QFOHBTVIBO��
5FUBQJ� PSHBOJTBTJ� OJSMBCB� ZBOH� CJBTBOZB�
NFNCVUVILBO� CFCFSBQB� KVUB� QFS� UBIVO� KBSBOH�
ZBOH� CFSIBTJM� NFODPCB� NFOEBQBULBO� QVMVIBO�
KVUB� EPMBS� QFS� UBIVO�� .FTLJQVO� UFMBI� EBQBU�
NFZBLJOLBO�TFHFMJOUJS�ZBZBTBO�BUBV�JOEJWJEV�LBZB�
VOUVL� NFOEVLVOH� NBTBMBI� ZBOH� TFCFMVNOZB�
CVLBO�QSJPSJUBTOZB����

*OJ�UJEBL�CFSBSUJ�CBIXB�QBTBS�QFOEBOBBO�CFSTJGBU�
TUBUJT��KVTUSV�UJEBL��)BSJ�#VNJ�QFSUBNB�QBEB�UBIVO�
�����CFSUFQBUBO�EFOHBO�FLTQBOTJ�CFTBS�CFTBSBO�
EBMBN� EPOBTJ� VOUVL� NBTBMBI� MJOHLVOHBO��
LFMBQBSBO� &UIJPQJB� �������� NFOZFCBCLBO�
QFOJOHLBUBO� ESBNBUJT� EBMBN� EVLVOHBO� VOUVL�
CBOUVBO�JOUFSOBTJPOBM��EBO�LFTBEBSBO�BLBO�LSJTJT�
QFOEJEJLBO�"4�QBEB� BLIJS� �����BO�NFMFUBLLBO�
EBTBS� CBHJ� QFOEBOBBO� TFLPMBI� LPNVOJUBT�
	DIBSUFS�TDIPPM
��/BNVO�QFSVCBIBO�UJEBL�EBQBU�
EJSBNBMLBO� EBO� LBSFOBOZB� U JEBL� EBQBU�
EJBOEBMLBO� TFCBHBJ� TVNCFS� QFOEBOBBO�� 4FMBJO�
JUV� QFSVCBIBO� KVHB� NFSVQBLBO� QSPEVL� BUBV�
QVODBL�EBSJ�QFSJTUJXB�OBTJPOBM�EBO�JOUFSOBTJPOBM�
ZBOH� LPNQMFLT� CVLBO� IBTJM� LFSKB� MFNCBHB�
OPOQSPàU�UVOHHBM�

&BSM� .BSUJO� 1IBMFO� TBMBI� TBUV� QFOEJSJ� #&--�
TFCVBI�PSHBOJTBTJ�QFOEJEJLBO�VTBJ�TFLPMBI�EBO�
NVTJN� QBOBT� NFOBOHLBQ� NBOGBBU� EBSJ� OJBU�
TFQFSUJ� JUV� EFOHBO� CBJL�� *B� NFOZJNQVMLBO�
QFOHBMBNBOOZB� VOUVL� TFLFMPNQPL� QFNJNQJO�
OJSMBCB�QBEB�UBIVO�������i4USBUFHJ�QFOHHBMBOHBO�
EBOB� LBNJ�EVMV� BEBMBI� hNBSJ� LJUB� OBJLLBO� MFCJI�
CBOZBL�VBOH�UBIVO� JOJ�EBSJQBEB�UBIVO� MBMVh�EBO�
TFMBMV� UJEBL� ZBLJO� EJ� NBOB� LBNJ� BLBO� CFSBEB��
,FNVEJBO�LBNJ�TFDBSB�TFSJVT�NFNJLJSLBO�NPEFM�
LBNJ� EBO� NFOHJEFOUJàLBTJ� KFOJT� QFOEBOBBO�
QFNFSJOUBI� ZBOH� TFEBOH� CFSKBMBO� EBO� DPDPL�
VOUVL� QFLFSKBBO� LBNJ�� .FTLJQVO� EJQFSMVLBO�
CFCFSBQB� QFSVCBIBO� QSPHSBN� BHBS� CFSGVOHTJ�
LBNJ�NFNQFSLJSBLBO� TFLBSBOH�EBQBU�NFOVUVQJ�
��� QFSTFO� EBSJ� CJBZB� LBNJ� EJ� MPLBTJ� NBOB� QVO�
NFMBMVJ�QFOEFLBUBO�JOJ�u



.FSBODBOH� LFSBOHLB� LFSKB� VOUVL� QFOEBOBBO�
O J S MBCB� NFOHIBEJ SLBO� UBOUBOHBO� � "HBS�
CFSNBOGBBU�NPEFM�UJEBL�CPMFI�UFSMBMV�VNVN�BUBV�
UFSMBMV� TQFTJàL�� .JTBMOZB� LMJOJL� LFTFIBUBO�
LPNVOJ UBT� ZBOH� NFMBZBOJ � QBT JFO� ZBOH�
EJUBOHHVOH�PMFI�.FEJDBJE�EBO�PSHBOJTBTJ�OJSMBCB�
ZBOH�NFMBLVLBO�QFLFSKBBO�QFOHFNCBOHBO�ZBOH�
E J E V L VOH � P M F I � # BEBO � 1 FNCBOHVOBO�
*OUFSOBTJPOBM�"4��,FEVBOZB�TBNB�TBNB�EJEBOBJ�
PMFI�QFNFSJOUBI��/BNVO�TBOHBU�CFSCFEB�EBMBN�
IBM�KFOJT�QFOEBOBBO�ZBOH�EJQFSPMFI�EBO�QFNCVBU�
LFQVUVTBO� ZBOH� NFOHFOEBMJLBO� QFOEBOBBO���
.FOHHBCVOHLBO� LFEVBOZB� EBMBN� NPEFM� ZBOH�
TBNB�UJEBL�BLBO�CFSHVOB��1BEB�TBBU�ZBOH�TBNB�
NFOFUBQLBO� NPEFM� UFSQJTBI� VOUVL� MFNCBHB�
OPOQSPàU� ZBOH� NFOFSJNB� EBOB� 5JUMF� *� 4&4�
NJTBMOZB�UFSMBMV�TFNQJU�VOUVL�EJHVOBLBO�

1BEB�BLIJSOZB�LBNJ�NFOFUBQLBO�UJHB�QBSBNFUFS�
VOUVL� NFOFOUVLBO� NPEFM� QFOEBOBBO� LBNJ� ��
TVNCFS� EBOB� KFOJT� QFOHBNCJM� LFQVUVTBO� EBO�
NPUJWBTJ� QBSB� QFOHBNCJM� LFQVUVTBO�� 	-JIBU�
�.FOHJEFOUJàLBTJ� .PEFM�� EJ� CBXBI
�� *OJ�
NFNVOHLJOLBO� LBNJ� VOUVL�NFOHJEFOUJàLBTJ� ���
NPEFM� QFOEBOBBO� ZBOH� CFSCFEB� QBEB� UJOHLBU�

ZBOH�SFMFWBO�TFDBSB�MVBT�OBNVO�NFNCFSJ�QJMJIBO��
QJMJIBO�ZBOH�OZBUB�

.FOBSJL� VOUVL� EJDBUBU� CBIXB� BEB� CFCFSBQB�
NPEFM�QFOEBOBBO�ZBOH�LBNJ�QJLJS�NVOHLJO�LBNJ�
UFNVLBO�UFUBQJ�UFSOZBUB�UJEBL��4BMBI�TBUV�NPEFM�
ZBOH� NVOHLJO� BEBMBI� PSHBOJTBTJ� OJSMBCB� ZBOH�
EJEVLVOH� PMFI� VTBIB� � CFSQFOHIBTJMBO� ZBOH�
CFSCFEB�EBO�UFSQJTBI�EBSJ�LFHJBUBO�ZBOH�UFSLBJU�
NJTJ� VUBNB�� .PEFM� MBJO� ZBOH� NVOHLJO� BEBMBI�
PSHBOJTBTJ�OJSMBCB�ZBOH�CFSPQFSBTJ�EFOHBO�NPEFM�
MBZBOBO�CFSCBZBS� CBJL� EBMBN� NPEF� CJTOJT�LF�
CJTOJT� BUBV� MBOHTVOH�LF�LPOTVNFO� UBOQB�
QFOHHBMBOHBO�EBOB�UBNCBIBO�ZBOH�QFOUJOH�	EBSJ�
BOHHPUB� BUBV� QFOFSJNB� NBOGBBU� TFCFMVNOZB
�
BUBV�EVLVOHBO�QFNFSJOUBI�ZBOH�NFOEBTBSJOZB��
.FTLJQVO�BEB�CFCFSBQB�PSHBOJTBTJ�OJSMBCB�ZBOH�
NFOEVLVOH� EJS J � NFSFLB� TFOEJS J � EFOHBO�
QFOEFLBUBO�QFOEBOBBO��TFQFSUJ�JUV�NFSFLB�UJEBL�
IBEJS�EJ�BOUBSB�OJSMBCB�CFTBS�ZBOH�LBNJ�QFMBKBSJ��
,BNJ� ZBLJO� CBIXB� KFOJT� QFOEFLBUBO� JOJ� UJEBL�
NFNCVBU � PSHBO JTBT J � O J S MBCB� KBE J � MFC JI�
CFSLFMBOKVUBO�EBO�CFSTLBMB�CFTBS�EJCBOEJOHLBO�
MFNCBHB�QSPàU�
#FSJLVU� JOJ� BEBMBI� EFTLSJQTJ� EBSJ� ��� NPEFM�

QFOEBOBBO� CFTFSUB� QSPàM� QFSXBLJMBO� MFNCBHB�
OPOQSPàU� VOUVL� TFUJBQ� NPEFM�� .PEFM�NPEFM�
U F S TFCV U � E J V SV ULBO � CF SEBTB SLBO � K FO J T�
QFOZBOEBOH� EBOB� ZBOH� EPNJOBO�� 5JHB� NPEFM�
QFSUBNB� 	1FOHIVCVOH� )BUJ� 1FOHIJNQVO�
1FOFSJNB� .BOGBBU� EBO� 1FOHHVHBI
� TFCBHJBO�
CFTBS�EJEBOBJ�PMFI�CBOZBL�TVNCBOHBO�JOEJWJEV��
.PEFM�CFSJLVUOZB�	#JH�#FUUPS�BUBV�1FOZVNCBOH�
#FTBS
� TFCBHJBO�CFTBS� EJEBOBJ� PMFI� TBUV� PSBOH�
BUBV�PMFI�CFCFSBQB� JOEJWJEV�BUBV�ZBZBTBO��5JHB�
NPEFM� CFSJLVUOZB� 	1FOZFEJB� 1VCMJL� *OPWBUPS�
,FCJKBLBO� EBO� 1JBMBOH� 1FOFSJNB� .BOGBBU
�
TFCBHJBO�CFTBS�EJEBOBJ�PMFI�QFNFSJOUBI��.PEFM�
CFSJLVUOZB� 	3FTPVSDF�3FDZDMFS
� TFCBHJBO� CFTBS�
EJEVLVOH� PMFI� QFOEBOBBO� QFSVTBIBBO�� %VB�
NPEFM� UFSBLIJS� 	.BSLFU� .BLFS� EBO� -PDBM�
/BUJPOBMJ[FS
� NFNJMJLJ� LPNCJOBTJ� QFOZBOEBOH�
EBOB�

4FQVMVI�.PEFM
1FOEBOBBO



#FCFSBQB� OJ S MBCB � TFQFSU J � .BLF�B�8JTI�
'PVOEBUJPO�UVNCVI�CFTBS�EFOHBO�CFSGPLVT�QBEB�
NJTJ� ZBOH� CFSFTPOBOTJ� EFOHBO� LFQSJIBUJOBO�
TFKVNMBI� CFTBS� PSBOH� EJ � TFNVB� U JOHLBU�
QFOEBQBUBO� EBO� EFOHBO� NFODJQUBLBO� DBSB�
UFSTUSVLUVS�CBHJ�PSBOH�PSBOH�JOJ�VOUVL�UFSIVCVOH�
EJ�UFNQBU�ZBOH�TFCFMVNOZB�UJEBL�BEB��-FNCBHB�
OPO�QSPàU� ZBOH� NFOHHVOBLBO� QFOEFLBUBO� JOJ�
NFOHHVOBLBO�NPEFM�QFOEBOBBO�ZBOH�LBNJ�TFCVU�
)FBSUGFMU� $POOFDUPS� BUBV� 1FOHIVCVOH� )BUJ��
#FCFSBQB�NJTJ�ZBOH�MFCJI�QPQVMFS�BEB�EJ�CJEBOH�
QFOFMJUJBO� MJOHLVOHBO� JOUFSOBTJPOBM� EBO�NFEJT��
.FSFLB� CFSCFEB� EBSJ� PSHBOJTBTJ� OJSMBCB� ZBOH�
NFNBOGBBULBO�JOEJWJEV�EFOHBO�LFZBLJOBO�BHBNB�
UFSUFOUV� LFDFOEFSVOHBO� QPMJUJL� BUBV� NJOBU�
PMBISBHB� ZBOH� CFSTBUV� VOUVL� NFNCFOUVL�
PSHBOJTBTJ�EBMBN�SBOHLB�NFOHFLTQSFTJLBO�NJOBU�
NFSFLB�� 1FOHIVCVOH� )BUJ� TFSJOH� LBMJ� NFODPCB�
NFNCBOHVO� IVCVOHBO� FLTQMJTJU� BOUBS� SFMBXBO�
NFMBMVJ�BDBSB�QFOHHBMBOHBO�EBOB�LIVTVT�

5IF�4VTBO�(��,PNFO�'PVOEBUJPO�BEBMBI�DPOUPI�
MFNCBHB� OPO�QSPàU� ZBOH� NFOHHVOBLBO� NPEFM�
1FOHIVCVOH� )BUJ�� %JEJSJLBO� QBEB� UBIVO� �����
:BZBTBO� ,PNFO� CFLFSKB� NFMBMVJ� KBSJOHBO� ZBOH�
UFSEJSJ�EBSJ�����BàMJBTJ�VOUVL�NFNCFSBOUBT�LBOLFS�

QBZVEBSB�TFCBHBJ�QFOZBLJU�ZBOH�NFOHBODBN�KJXB�
EFOHBO� NFOEBOBJ� IJCBI� QFOFMJUJBO� EFOHBO�
NFOEVLVOH� QSPZFL� QFOEJEJLBO� TLSJOJOH� EBO�
QFOHPCBUBO� EJ� NBTZBSBLBU� EVOJB� EBO� EFOHBO�
NFOEJEJL�QFSFNQVBO�UFOUBOH�QFOUJOHOZB�EFUFLTJ�
EJOJ��.JTJ�ZBZBTBO�NFNJMJLJ�SFTPOBOTJ�ZBOH�EBMBN�
EFOHBO� CBOZBL�XBOJUB�NFTLJQVO� QFLFSKBBOOZB�
NVOHLJO� UJEBL� QFSOBI� NFOHVOUVOHLBO� NFSFLB�
TFDBSB� MBOHTVOH�� "OUBSB� ����� EBO� �����
QFOHHBMBOHBO�EBOB�UBIVOBO�,PNFO�'PVOEBUJPO�
UVNCVI�EBSJ������KVUB�NFOKBEJ�������KVUB��%POBTJ�
JOEJWJEV�SBUB�SBUB�LFDJM�TFLJUBS������UFUBQJ�VQBZB�
QFOHHBMBOHBO�EBOB�ZBZBTBO�UFMBI�EJEPSPOH�PMFI�
LFNBNQVBOOZB� VOUVL� NFOKBOHLBV� CBTJT�
EVLVOHBO�ZBOH�UFSVT�NFMVBT�

,FOEBSBBO�QFOHHBMBOHBO�EBOB�VUBNBOZB�BEBMBI�
4VTBO�(��,PNFO�3BDF�GPS�UIF�$VSF��:BZBTBO�EBO�
BàMJBTJOZB�NFOHBEBLBO� TFLJUBS� ����QFSMPNCBBO�
MBSJ� TFUJBQ� UBIVO� ZBOH�NFOBSJL� MFCJI� EBSJ� �� KVUB�
QFTFSUB��1FSJTUJXB�JOJ�UJEBL�IBOZB�NFNVOHLJOLBO�
JOEJWJEV�NFNCFSJ�VBOH��NFSFLB�KVHB�NFMJCBULBO�
T V L B S F M BX B O � V O U V L � N FNC F O U V L � U J N �
NFOHVNQVMLBO� EBOB � EBO� QFOHB MBNBO�
CFSQBSUJTJQBTJ�QBEB�IBSJ�QFSMPNCBBO�

)FBSUGFMU�$POOFDUPS
1FOZBNCVOH�)BUJ

1FSUBOZBBO�LVODJ�VOUVL�NPEFM�JOJ�
y "QBLBI�TVEBI�CBOZBL�PSBOH�ZBOH�NFOZVNCBOH�EBOB�CBHJ�NJTJ�EJ�EPNBJO�JOJ 
y #JTBLBI�LJUB�NFOHPNVOJLBTJLBO�BQB�ZBOH�NFOBSJL�NFOHFOBJ�MFNCBHB�OPOQSPàU�LJUB�EFOHBO�DBSB�ZBOH�TJOHLBU�EBO�QBEBU 
y "QBLBI�BEB�DBSB�BMBNJ�VOUVL�NFOBSJL�EBO�NFMJCBULBO�CBOZBL�PSBOH�SFMBXBO 
y "QBLBI�LJUB�NFNJMJLJ�BUBV�EBQBU�NFOHFNCBOHLBO�LFNBNQVBO�JOUFSOBM�VOUVL�NFOKBOHLBV�MFCJI�MVBT�CBILBO�EJ�TBUV�XJMBZBI�

HFPHSBàT 



#FCFSBQB� PSHBOJTBTJ� OJSMBCB� TFQFSUJ� $MFWFMBOE�
$MJOJD�NFOEBQBULBO�QFOHHBOUJBO�VOUVL�MBZBOBO�
ZBOH� NFSFLB� CFSJLBO� LFQBEB� JOEJWJEV� UFSUFOUV�
UFUBQJ� KVHB� � CFSHBOUVOH� QBEB� PSBOH� ZBOH� UFMBI�
NFNQFSPMFI�NBOGBBU�EJ�NBTB�MBMV�EBSJ�MBZBOBO�JOJ�
VOUVL� TVNCBOHBO� UBNCBIBO�� ,BNJ� NFOZFCVU�
NPEFM�QFOEBOBBO�ZBOH�EJHVOBLBO�PSHBOJTBTJ�JOJ�
TFCBHBJ� #FOFàDJBSZ� #VJMEFS� BMJBT� 1FOHIJNQVO�
1FOFSJNB�.BOGBBU�	11.
��%VB�EBSJ�DPOUPI�UFSCBJL�
EBSJ� 11.� BEBMBI� SVNBI� TBLJU� EBO� VOJWFSTJUBT��
6NVNOZB�TFCBHJBO�CFTBS�QFOEBOBBO� MFNCBHB�
OPO�QSPàU�JOJ�CFSBTBM�EBSJ�CJBZB�ZBOH�EJCBZBSLBO�
QFOFSJNB� NBOGBBU� BUBT� MBZBOBO� ZBOH� EJCFSJLBO�
PMFI� MFNCBHB� OPO�QSPàU� UFSTFCVU�� 5FUBQJ� UPUBM�
CJBZB� MBZBOBO� UJEBL� TFNVBOZB� UFSDBLVQ� EBMBN�
QFNCBZBSBO��"MIBTJM�PSHBOJTBTJ�OJSMBCB�NFODPCB�
NFNCBOHVO� IVCVOHBO� KBOHLB� QBOKBOH� EFOHBO�
PSBOH�PSBOH�ZBOH�NFOEBQBU�NBOGBBU�EBSJ�MBZBOBO�
VOUVL� NFNCFSJLBO� EVLVOHBO� UBNCBIBO� PMFI�
LBSFOB� JUV� EJOBNBJ� 1FOHIJNQVO� 1FOFSJNB�
.BOGBBU�

.FTLJQVO� TVNCBOHBO� JOJ� TFSJOHLBMJ� SFMBUJG� LFDJM�
EJCBOEJOHLBO� EFOHBO� CJBZB� 	SBUB�SBUB� TFLJUBS� ��
QFSTFO�EJ�SVNBI�TBLJU�EBO����QFSTFO�EJ�VOJWFSTJUBT�
TXBTUB
�EBOB�JOJ�NFSVQBLBO�TVNCFS�QFOEBQBUBO�

QFOUJOH� VOUVL� QSPZFL�QSPZFL� CFTBS� TFQFSUJ�
HFEVOH�QFOFMJUJBO�EBO�EBOB�BCBEJ��%POPS�TFSJOH�
LBMJ� UFSNPUJWBTJ� VOUVL�NFNCFSJLBO� VBOH� LBSFOB�
LBSFOB� QFSDBZB� CBIXB� NBOGBBU� ZBOH� EJUFSJNB�
UFMBI�NFOHVCBI�IJEVQ�NFSFLB��

0SHBOJTBTJ� ZBOH� NFOHHVOBLBO� NPEFM� 11.�
DFOEFSVOH� NFOEBQBULBO� TFCBHJBO� CFTBS�
EVLVOHBO�BNBM�NFSFLB�EBSJ�TVNCBOHBO�CFTBS�

6OJWFSTJUBT� 1SJODFUPO� BEBMBI� DPOUPI� MFNCBHB�
OPO�QSPàU� ZBOH� NFOHHVOBLBO� NPEFM� 11.��
6OJWFSTJUBT�JOJ�UFMBI�NFOKBEJ�TBOHBU�NBIJS�EBMBN�
NFNBOGBBULBO� BMVNOJ� VOUVL�CFSEPOBTJ� EFOHBO�
BOHLB� QFNCFSJBO� BMVNOJ� UFSUJOHHJ� EJ� BOUBSB�
VOJWFSTJUBT�OBTJPOBM�������QFSTFO��1BEB�UBIVO�
���� � MFCJI� EBS J � ������� B MVNOJ � TBS KBOB�
NFOZVNCBOHLBO� �� ����� KVUB� VOUVL� BMNBNBUFS�
NFSFLB � � 4FCBHB J � IBT J M � EB S J � LFIFCBUBO�
QFOHHBMBOHBO�EBOB�TFLPMBI�MFCJI�EBSJ����QFSTFO�
EBSJ�BOHHBSBO�PQFSBTJPOBM�1SJODFUPO�EJCJBZBJ�PMFI�
EPOBTJ�EBO�QFOEBQBUBO�EBSJ�EBOB�BCBEJ�

#FOFmDJBSZ�#VJMEFS
1FOHIJNQVO�1FOFSJNB�.BOGBBU

1FSUBOZBBO�LVODJ�VOUVL�NPEFM�JOJ�
y "QBLBI�NJTJ�PSHBOTBTJ�TVEBI�NFODJQUBLBO�NBOGBBU�TFDBSB�JOEJWJEVBM�ZBOH�KVHB�EJSBTBLBOTFCBHBJ�NBOGBBU�TPTJBM�ZBOH�QFOUJOH 
y "QBLBI�QBSB�JOEJWJEV�NFOHFNCBOHLBO�MPZBMJUBT�ZBOH�EBMBN�LFQBEB�PSHBOJTBTJ�LBSFOB�NFSFLB�UFMBI�NFOFSJNB�NBOGBBU�TFDBSB�

JOEJWJEVBM 
y "QBLBI�LJUB�NFNJMJLJ�JOGSBTUSVLUVS�VOUVL�NFOKBOHLBV�QBSB�QFOFSJNB�NBOGBBU�EFOHBO�DBSB�ZBOH�UFSVLVS 



"EB� CFCFSBQB� PSHBOJTBTJ� OJSMBCB� TFQFSUJ�
4BEEMFCBDL�$IVSDI�ZBOH�NFOHBOEBMLBO�EPOBTJ�
JOEJWJEV� EBO� NFOHHVOBLBO� NPEFM� QFOEBOBBO�
ZBOH� LBNJ� TFCVU� .FNCFS� .PUJWBUPS� BUBV�
1FOHHVHBI� "OHHPUB�� 0SBOH�PSBOH� JOJ� 	ZBOH�
NFSVQBLBO� BOHHPUB� PSHBOJTBT J � O J S MBCB
�
NFOZVNCBOHLBO� VBOH� LBSFOB� JTV� UFSTFCVU�
NFSVQBLBO�CBHJBO�JOUFHSBM�EBSJ�LFIJEVQBO�TFIBSJ�
IBSJ� NFSFLB� EBO� NFSVQBLBO� TFTVBUV� ZBOH�
NBOGBBUOZB� EBQBU� EJSBTBLBO� TFDBSB� LPMFLUJG��
0SHBOJTBTJ� OJSMBCB� ZBOH� NFOHHVOBLBO� NPEFM�
QFOEBOBBO�1FOHHVHBI�"OHHPUB�UJEBL�NFNCVBU�
LFHJBUBO� LFMPNQPL� CBSV� UFUBQJ� CFSLPOFLTJ�
EFOHBO� QBSB� BOHHPUB� 	EBO� EPOPS
� EFOHBO� DBSB�
NFOBXBSLBO� BUBV� NFOEVLVOH� BLUJWJUBT� ZBOH�
TVEBI� NFSFLB� UFNVLBO�� 0SHBOJTBTJ� JOJ� TFSJOH�
UFSMJCBU�EBMBN�LFHJBUBO�BHBNB�MJOHLVOHBO�BUBV�
TFOJ�CVEBZB�EBO�IVNBOJPSB�

/BUJPOBM� 8JME� 5VSLFZ� 'FEFSBUJPO� 	/85'
� ZBOH�
NFMJOEVOHJ� EBO� NFNQFSMVBT� IBCJUBU� LBMLVO� MJBS�
EBO� NFNQSPNPTJLBO� QFSCVSVBO� LBMLVO� MJBS�
BEBMBI�DPOUPI�1FOHHVHBI�"OHHPUB�� *OJ�NFOBSJL�

QFNCVSV�LBMLVO�ZBOH�TFDBSB�LPMFLUJG�NFOEBQBU�
NBOGBBU� EBSJ� QFLFSKBBO� /85'� EBO� LBSFOB� JUV�
NFOKBEJ� BOHHPUB� TFUJB� EBO� EBO� NFSVQBLBO�
QFOHHBMBOH�EBOB��

"OHHPUB�/85'�MPLBM�NFOZFMFOHHBSBLBO�MFCJI�EBSJ�
������ KBNVBO�QFOHHBMBOHBO�EBOB�TFUJBQ� UBIVO�
NFOJOHLBULBO�TFLJUBS����QFSTFO�EBSJ�QFOEBQBUBO�
UBIVOBO� PSHBOJTBT J � � +BNVBO� NBLBO� JO J�
NFNCFSJLBO� CBOZBL� LFTFNQBUBO� EPOBTJ�� UJLFU�
NBTVL� 	ZBOH�IBSHBOZB�NBTJOH�NBTJOH�TFLJUBS���
��� EBO� UFSNBTVL� LFBOHHPUBBO� UBIVOBO
��
QFNCFMJBO�CBSBOH�EBHBOHBO�	SBUB�SBUB�MFCJI�EBSJ���
����QFS�QFTFSUB
��EBO�UJLFU�VOEJBO�	NFOHIBTJMLBO�
TFLJUBS����������QFS�KBNVBO�NBLBO
��,BOUPS�QVTBU�
OBTJPOBM� /85'� NFNBTPL� IBEJBI� VOEJBO� EBO�
CBSBOH�EBHBOHBO�VOUVL�EJKVBM�EJ� KBNVBO�NBLBO�
JOJ��4FUJBQ�QFSKBNVBO�CJTB�NFOHIBTJMLBO�SBUB�SBUB�
CFSTJI� �� ������� EJ� MVBS� CJBZB� QFOZFMFOHHBSBBO���
4FCBHJBO� CFTBS� EBSJ� VBOH� ZBOH� UFSLVNQVM�
EJEFEJLBTJLBO�VOUVL�LPOTFSWBTJ�UBOBI�EBO�LBMLVO�
EJ�LPNVOJUBT�UFNQBU�JB�EJTVNCBOHLBO�

.FNCFS�.PUJWBUPS
1FOHHVHBI�"OHHPUB

1FSUBOZBBO�LVODJ�VOUVL�NPEFM�JOJ�
y "LBOLBI�BOHHPUB�LJUB�NFSBTB�CBIXB�BLTJ�PSHBOJTBTJ�CFOBS�CFOBS�NFOHVOUVOHLBO�NFSFLB�TFDBSB�MBOHTVOH�NFTLJQVO�NBOGBBU�

JUV�EJCBHJ�TFDBSB�LPMFLUJG 
y "QBLBI�LJUB�NFNJMJLJ�LFNBNQVBO�VOUVL�NFMJCBULBO�EBO�NFOHFMPMB�BOHHPUB�EBMBNLFHJBUBO�QFOHHBMBOHBO�EBOB 
y %BQBULBI�LJUB�CFSLPNJUNFO�VOUVL�UFUBQ�TFMBSBT�EFOHBO�EBO�TFUJB�QBEB�LFBOHHPUBBO�JOUJ�LJUB�CBILBO�KJLB�JUV�CFSBSUJ�NFOPMBL�

QFMVBOH�QFOEBOBBO�EBO�UJEBL�NFOHFKBS�BLUJWJUBT�ZBOH�HBHBM�CFSFTPOBOTJ�EFOHBO�BOHHPUB�LJUB 



"EB�TFHFMJOUJS�OPOQSPàU�TFQFSUJ�4UBOMFZ�.FEJDBM�
3FTFBSDI� *OTUJUVUF� ZBOH� NFOHBOEBMLBO� IJCBI�
CFTBS�EBSJ�CFCFSBQB�JOEJWJEV�BUBV�ZBZBTBO�VOUVL�
NFOEBOBJ� PFQSBTJPOBM�NFSFLB�� ,BNJ�NFOZFCVU�
NPEFM� QFOEBOBBO�NFSFLB� 1FOZVNCBOH� #FTBS��
4FSJOHLBMJ�QFOEPOPS�VUBNB�KVHB�TFPSBOH�QFOEJSJ�
ZBOH� JOHJO� NFOBOHBOJ� NBTBMBI� ZBOH� TBOHBU�
QSJCBEJ� CBHJOZB�� .FTLJQVO� 1FOZVNCBOH� #FTBS�
TFSJOH�NFNVMBJ�EFOHBO�EVLVOHBO�àOBOTJBM�ZBOH�
TJHOJàLBO� ZBOH� TVEBI� NBQBO� TFIJOHHB�
NFNVOHLJOLBO� NFSFLB� VOUVL� UVNCVI� CFTBS�
EFOHBO�DFQBU��"EB�DPOUPI�MBJO�ZBJUV�PSHBOJTBTJ�
ZBOH�NFOEBQBU�EVLVOHBO�EBOB�EBSJ�EPOPS�CFTBS�
NFNVUVTLBO � VO UVL � NFOEBOB J � EFOHBO�
QFOEFLBUBO�CBSV�EBO�QFOUJOH�EFNJ�NFNFDBILBO�
NBTBMBI�� -FNCBHB� OPOQSPàU� ZBOH� LBNJ�
JEFOUJàLBTJ� TFCBHBJ� #JH� #FUUPST� CFSGPLVT� QBEB�
QFOFMJUJBO�NFEJT�BUBV�NBTBMBI�MJOHLVOHBO��"MBTBO�
VUBNB� #JH� #FUUPST� EBQBU� NFNCFSJLBO� EPOBTJ�
ZBOH� DVLVQ� CFTBS� BEBMBI�� NBTBMBI� ZBOH�
EJUBOHBOJ�CFSQPUFOTJ�EBQBU�EJTFMFTBJLBO�EFOHBO�
NBTVLOZB� VBOH� ZBOH� TBOHBU� CFTBS� 	NJTBMOZB�
TFKVNMBI� CFTBS� EBOB� EBQBU� NFMVODVSLBO�
MFNCBHB� QFOFMJUJBO� VOUVL� NFOZFNCVILBO�
QFOZBLJU�UFSUFOUV
��BUBV�PSHBOJTBTJ�NFOHHVOBLBO�
QFOEFLBUBO�ZBOH�VOJL�EBO�NFOBSJL�VOUVL�TVBUV�
QFNFDBIBO�NBTBMBI�

$POTFSWBUJPO� *OUFSOBUJPOBM� 	$*
� ZBOH� NJTJOZB�
NFMFTUBSJLBO� LFBOFLBSBHBNBO� IBZBUJ� CVNJ� EBO�
NFOVOKVLLBO� CBIXB� NBOVTJB� EBQBU� IJEVQ�
IBSNPOJT�EFOHBO�BMBN�BEBMBI�DPOUPI�MFNCBHB�
OPOQSPàU�ZBOH�NFOHHVOBLBO�NPEFM�QFOEBOBBO�
#JH�#FUUPS��$*�NBNQV�NFOHJEFOUJàLBTJ� MPLBTJ�EJ�
TFMVSVI� EVOJB� EJ� NBOB� QFSMJOEVOHBO� UFSIBEBQ�
BSFB�EBSBUBO�UFSUFOUV�EBQBU�CFSEBNQBL�TJHOJàLBO�
QBEB� QFMFTUBSJBO� BOFLB� SBHBN� IBZBUJ� HMPCBM��
,FNBNQVBO�$*�JOJ�NFNCBOUVOZB�NFOBSJL�EPOPS�
ZBOH� CFSTFEJB� NFOZVNCBOHLBO� VBOH� EBMBN�
K VN MBI � CFTB S � TFI JOHHB � NFSFLB � EBQB U�
NFNCFSJLBO�EBNQBL�QFOUJOH�EBO�CFSUBIBO�MBNB�
EBMBN�NFMJOEVOHJ�CVNJ��.BZPSJUBT�LPOUSJCVTJ�$*�
CFSBTBM�EBSJ�CFCFSBQB�EPOPS�CFTBS�

#JH�#FUUPS
1FOZVNCBOH�#FTBS

1FSUBOZBBO�LVODJ�VOUVL�NPEFM�JOJ�
y #JTBLBI� LJUB� NFODJQUBLBO� TPMVTJ� ZBOH� OZBUB� EBO� CFSUBIBO� MBNB� VOUVL� NBTBMBI� CFTBS� EBMBN� KBOHLB� XBLUV� ZBOH� EBQBU�

EJQFSLJSBLBO 
y %BQBULBI�LJUB�NFOKFMBTLBO�EFOHBO�KFSOJI�CBHBJNBOB�QFOEBOBBO�TLBMB�CFTBS�JOJ�BLBO�EJHVOBLBO�VOUVL�NFODBQBJ�UVKVBO 
y "QBLBI�BEB�JOEJWJEV�BUBV�ZBZBTBO�NBIBLBZB�ZBOH�UFSUBSJL�EFOHBO�NBTBMBI�EBO�QFOEFLBUBO�JOJ 



#BOZBL�MFNCBHB�OPOQSPàU�TFQFSUJ�4VDDFTT�GPS�"MM�
'PVOEBUJPO�CFLFSKB�EFOHBO�MFNCBHB�QFNFSJOUBI�
VOUVL� NFOZFEJBLBO� MBZBOBO� TPTJBM� QFOUJOH�
TFQFSUJ� QFSVNBIBO� MBZBOBO� NBOVTJB� EBO�
QFOEJEJLBO� ZBOH� TFCFMVNOZB� UFMBI� EJUFUBQLBO�
EBO�EJBMPLBTJLBO�QFOEBOBBOOZB�PMFI�QFNFSJOUBI��
-FNCBHB�OPOQSPàU�ZBOH�NFOZFEJBLBO�MBZBOBO�JOJ�
NFOHHVOBLBO�NPEFM�QFOEBOBBO�ZBOH�LBNJ�TFCVU�
1FOZFEJB� 1VCMJL�� %BMBN� CFCFSBQB� LBTVT�
QFNFSJOUBI� NFOHBMJIEBZBLBO� GVOHTJ� QFNCFSJBO�
MBZBOBO� UFUBQJ� NFOFUBQLBO� QFSTZBSBUBO� LIVTVT�
CBHJ� MFNCBHB� OPOQSPàU� VOUVL� NFOFSJNB�
QFOEBOBBO� TFQFSUJ� GPSNVMB� QFOHHBOUJBO�
	SFJNCVSTFNFOU
�BUBV�QSPTFT�QFSNJOUBBO�QSPQPTBM�
	3'1
�� 4FJSJOH� CFSLFNCBOHOZB� -BZBOBO� 1VCMJL�
NFSFLB� TFSJOH�NFODBSJ� TVNCFS� QFOEBOBBO� MBJO�
VOUVL�NFOBNCBI�CBTJT�QFOEBOBBO�NFSFLB�

5.$�	TFCFMVNOZB�5FYBT�.JHSBOU�$PVODJM
�ZBOH�
NFOEVLVOH�BOBL�BOBL�EBO�LFMVBSHB�EJ�LPNVOJUBT�
NJHSBO� EBO� JNJHSBO� BEBMBI� DPOUPI� PSHBOJTBTJ�
ZBOH�NFOHHVOBLBO�NPEFM� QFOEBOBBO� -BZBOBO�
1VCMJL�� 1BEB� BXBM� CFSEJSJOZB� QBEB� ����� 5.$�
NFNBOGBBULBO� QSPHSBN� )FBE� 4UBSU� QFNFSJOUBI�
GFEFSBM� VOUVL� NFOEBOBJ� QFLFSKBBO� BXBMOZB�
NFNCBOUV� BOBL�BOBL� NFNQFSTJBQLBO� TFLPMBI�

EFOHBO� CFSGPLVT� QBEB� LFCVUVIBO� CJMJOHVBM� EBO�
CJLVMUVSBM� LFMVBSHB�� 4FJSJOH� QFSUVNCVIBO� 5.$�
QBSB� QFNJNQJOOZB� CFSVTBIB� NFOHVSBOHJ�
LFUFSHBOUVOHBO� QBEB� TBUV� TVNCFS� QFOEBOBBO�
EBO� NFOHJEFOUJàLBTJ� EBOB� QFNFSJOUBI� MBJOOZB��
5.$� TFLBSBOH� NFOFSJNB� EBOB� EBSJ� CFSCBHBJ�
TVNCFS� GFEFSBM� OFHBSB�CBHJBO� EBO� MPLBM�� 5.$�
UFMBI� CFSLFNCBOH� EBSJ� 5FYBT� LF� UVKVI� OFHBSB�
CBHJBO� UBNCBIBO� EBO� NFOBXBSLBO� QSPHSBN�
QSPHSBN� CBSV� TFQFSUJ� NFMFL� IVSVG� QFSBXBUBO�
QSB�LFMBIJSBO�EBO�QFOEJEJLBO�LPOTVNFO�

1VCMJD�1SPWJEFS
-BZBOBO�1VCMJL

1FSUBOZBBO�LVODJ�VOUVL�NPEFM�JOJ�
y "QBLBI�PSHBOJTBTJ�LJUB�TFDBSB�BMBNJBI�DPDPL�EFOHBO�TBUV�BUBV�CFCFSBQB�QSPHSBN�QFNFSJOUBI�ZBOH�TVEBI�BEB 
y %BQBULBI�LJUB�NFOVOKVLLBO�CBIXB�PSHBOJTBTJ�LJUB�BLBO�CFLFSKB�MFCJI�CBJL�EBSJ�QFTBJOH�LJUB 
y "QBLBI�LJUB�CFSTFEJB�NFMVBOHLBO�XBLUV�VOUVL�NFOEBQBULBO�QFSQBOKBOHBO�LPOUSBL�ZBOH�CFSCBTJT�SFHVMFS 



#FCFSBQB� PSHBOJTBTJ� OJSMBCB� TFQFSUJ� :PVUI�
7JMMBHFT� NFOHBOEBMLBO� VBOH� QFNFSJOUBI� EBO�
NFOHHVOBLBO�NPEFM�QFOEBOBBO�ZBOH�LBNJ�TFCVU�
1FNCBIBSV� ,FCJKBLBO�� -FNCBHB� OPOQSPàU� JOJ�
UFMBI� NFOHFNCBOHLBO� NFUPEF� CBSV� VOUVL�
NFOHBUBTJ� NBTBMBI� TPTJBM� ZBOH� UJEBL� KFMBT�
LPNQBUJCFM� EFOHBO� QSPHSBN� QFOEBOBBO�
QFNFSJOUBI�ZBOH�BEB��.FSFLB�UFMBI�NFZBLJOLBO�
QFOZBOEBOH�EBOB�QFNFSJOUBI�VOUVL�NFOEVLVOH�
NFUPEF� B M UFSOBU J G � JO J  � C JBTBOZB� EFOHBO�
NFNCFSJLBO� TPMVTJ� ZBOH� MFCJI� FGFLUJG� EBO� UJEBL�
UFSMBMV� NBIBM� EBSJQBEB� QSPHSBN� ZBOH� BEB��
	4FCBMJLOZB� -BZBOBO� 1VCMJL� NFNBOGBBULBO�
Q SPH S BN � QFNF S J O U B I � Z BOH � BEB � VO U V L�
NFOZFEJBLBO� EBOB� CBHJ� MBZBOBO� ZBOH� NFSFLB�
UBXBSLBO�


$POUPI�EBSJ�1FNCBIBSV�,FCJKBLBO�BEBMBI�)&-1�
64"�� 0SHBOJTBTJ� OJSMBCB� JOJ� NFOZFEJBLBO�
QFSVNBIBO� USBOTJTJ� CBHJ� QBSB� UVOBXJTNB� EBO�
NFOHFNCBOHLBO� QFSVNBIBO� QFSNBOFO� ZBOH�
UFSKBOHLBV�CBHJ�LFMVBSHB�CFSQFOHIBTJMBO�SFOEBI��
"OESFX�$VPNP�	QVUSB�NBOUBO�HVCFSOVS�/FX�:PSL�
.BSJP�$VPNP
�NFOEJSJLBO�)&-1�64"�QBEB�UBIVO�
�����TFCBHBJ�BMUFSOBUJG�EBSJ�QFOEFLBUBO�/FX�:PSL�
EBMBN� NFNCBZBS� SVNBI� CBHJ� QBSB� UVOBXJTNB�

EFOHBO�BQB�ZBOH�EJTFCVU��IPUFM�LFTFKBIUFSBBO���
1FOEFLBUBO� JOPWBUJG� )&-1� 64"� UFSIBEBQ� LSJTJT�
QFSVNBIBO� NVODVM� EJ� FSB� LFUJLB� UVOBXJTNB�
NFOKBEJ�NBTBMBI�QVCMJL�ZBOH�NFOPOKPM�EBO�QBSB�
QFOZBOEBOH�EBOB�QFNFSJOUBI�CFSTFEJB�NFODPCB�
QFOEFLBUBO� CBSV� � $VPNP� NFOEBQBULBO�
EVLVOHBO� BXBM� EBSJ� QBSB� QFNCVBU� LFQVUVTBO�
QFNFSJOUBI� EFOHBO� NFNQPTJTJLBO� TPMVTJOZB�
QSPHSBN� ZBOH� MFCJI� FGFLUJG� NVSBI� EBO� TBOHBU�
QFOUJOH�TFMBNB�LSJTJT�àTLBM�/FX�:PSL���1BEB�UBIVO�
�����QFOEBQBUBO�)&-1�64"�BEBMBI������ KVUB�
IBNQJS� ��� QFSTFO� EJ� BOUBSBOZB� CFSBTBM� EBSJ�
TVNCFS�TVNCFS�QFNFSJOUBI�TFQBSVI�GFEFSBM�EBO�
TFQBSVI�OFHBSB�CBHJBO�EBO� MPLBM��0SHBOJTBTJ� JUV�
CFSPQFSBTJ� EJ� /FX� :PSL� $JUZ� 1IJMBEFMQIJB� -BT�
7FHBT�)PVTUPO�EBO�#VGGBMP�/�:�

1PMJDZ�*OOPWBUPS
1FNCBIBSV�,FCJKBLBO

1FSUBOZBBO�LVODJ�VOUVL�NPEFM�JOJ�
y "QBLBI�LJUB�NFOZFEJBLBO�QFOEFLBUBO�JOPWBUJG�ZBOH�NFMBNQBVJ�TUBUVT�RVP�	EBMBN�IBM�EBNQBL�EBO�CJBZB
�TFSUB�DVLVQ�NFOBSJL�

VOUVL�NFNJLBU�QFNFSJOUBI�ZBOH�CJBTBOZB�MFCJI�UFSUBSJL�QBEB�TPMVTJ�USBEJTJPOBM 
y %BQBULBI�LJUB�NFNCFSJLBO�CVLUJ�LFQBEB�QFNFSJOUBI�CBIXB�QSPHSBN�JOJ�BLBO�CFSIBTJM 
y "QBLBI�LJUB�NBV�EBO�NBNQV�NFNCJOB�IVCVOHBO�ZBOH�LVBU�EFOHBO�QFOHBNCJM�LFCJKBLBO�EJ�QFNFSJOUBI�ZBOH�NFOEPSPOH�

QFSVCBIBO 
y "QBLBI�TBBU�JOJ�BEB�UFLBOBO�ZBOH�DVLVQ�LFQBEB�QFNFSJOUBI�VOUVL�NFOHVCBI�TUBUVT�RVP 



#FCFSBQB�PSHBOJTBTJ�OJSMBCB�TFQFSUJ�*PXB�4UVEFOU�
-PBO�-JRVJEJUZ�$PSQPSBUJPO�CFSTBJOH�TBUV�TBNB�
MBJO�VOUVL�NFNCFSJLBO�MBZBOBO�ZBOH�EJEBOBJ�BUBV�
EJEVLVOH� QFNFSJOUBI� CBHJ� QFOFSJNB� NBOGBBU��
-FNCBHB� OPOQSPàU � ZBOH� NFMBLVLBO� JO J�
NFOHHVOBLBO� BQB� ZBOH� LBNJ� TFCVU� NPEFM�
QFOEBOBBO� #FOFàDJBSZ� #SPLFS� BUBV� 1FSBOUBSB�
1FOFSJNB� .BOGBBU�� "SFB� EJ� NBOB� 1FSBOUBSB�
1FOFSJNB�.BOGBBU� TBMJOH� CFSTBJOH� EJ� BOUBSBOZB�
BEBMBI� QFSVNBIBO� MBZBOBO� LFUFOBHBLFSKBBO�
QFSBXBUBO�LFTFIBUBO�EBO�QJOKBNBO�NBIBTJTXB��
)BM�ZBOH�NFNCFEBLBO�MFNCBHB�OPOQSPàU�JOJ�EBSJ�
QSPHSBN� MBJO� ZBOH� EJEBOBJ� QFNFSJOUBI� BEBMBI�
QFOFSJNB� NBOGBBUOZB� CFCBT� NFNJMJI� MFNCBHB�
OPOQSPàU� UFNQBU� NFSFLB� BLBO� NFOEBQBULBO�
MBZBOBO�UFSTFCVU�

.FUSPQPMJUBO� #PTUPO� )PVTJOH� 1BSUOFSTIJQ�
	.#)1
� QSPHSBN� WPVDFS� CBOUVBO� QFSTFXBBO�
OFHBSB�CBHJBO�EBO�GFEFSBM�ZBOH�NFOHFMPMB�OJSMBCB�
SFHJPOBM�EJ����LPNVOJUBT�.BTTBDIVTFUUT�BEBMBI�
DPOUPI� OJSMBCB� ZBOH� NFOHHVOBLBO� NPEFM�
QFOEBOBBO� 1FSBOUBSB� 1FOFSJNB�.BOGBBU�� 4FKBL�
CFSEJSJOZB� PSHBOJTBTJ� QBEB� ����� .#)1� UFMBI�

NFOHFNCBOHLBO� SFQVUBTJ� TFCBHBJ� QFOZFEJB�
WPVDFS�QFSVNBIBO�ZBOH�BOEBM�CBHJ�LFMVBSHB�ZBOH�
NFNCVUVILBO�� .#)1� BEBMBI� QFOZFEJB� WPVDFS�
QFSVNBIBO� UFSCFTBS� EJ� XJMBZBI� #PTUPO� ZBOH�
NFOHIVCVOHLBO� MFCJI� EBSJ� ������ LFMVBSHB� LF�
QFSVNBIBO� EBMBN� TBUV� XBLUV�� .#)1� KVHB�
NFOZFEJBLBO� MBZBOBO� UFSLBJU� TFQFSUJ� QSPHSBN�
QFOEJEJLBO� EBO� QFODFHBIBO� UVOBXJTNB�� -FCJI�
EBSJ� ��� QFSTFO� QFOEBQBUBO�.#)1� CFSBTBM� EBSJ�
CJBZB�BENJOJTUSBTJ�SJOHBO�ZBOH�EJTFEJBLBO�OFHBSB�
TFCBHBJ� CBHJBO� EBSJ� QSPHSBN� WPVDFS�� 4JTB�
LFCVUVIBO� EBOB� CFSBTBM� EBSJ� � LPSQPSBTJ� EBO�
ZBZBTBO�

#FOFmDJBSZ�#SPLFS
1FSBOUBSB�1FOFSJNB�.BOGBBU

1FSUBOZBBO�LVODJ�VOUVL�NPEFM�JOJ�
y %BQBULBI�LJUB�NFOVOKVLLBO�LFQBEB�QFNFSJOUBI�LFNBNQVBO�ZBOH�VOHHVM�TFCBHBJ�QFOFSJNB�NBOGBBU�BUBV�QFNFHBOH�WPVDFS�

EFOHBO�NBOGBBU�TFQFSUJ�UJOHLBU�LFCFSIBTJMBO�MBZBOBO�EBO�VNQBO�CBMJL�LFQVBTBO�QFMBOHHBO 
y #JTBLBI�LJUB�NFOHFNCBOHLBO�MBZBOBO�UBNCBIBO�ZBOH�NFNBLTJNBMLBO�OJMBJ�NBOGBBUOZB 
y %BQBULBI�LJUB�NFNBIBNJ�EFOHBO�CBJL�QFSBUVSBO�EBO�QFSTZBSBUBO�QFNFSJOUBI�ZBOH�QFSMV�VOUVL�CJTB�NFOKBEJ�QFSBOUBSB�QFOFSJNB�

NBOGBBU�JOJ 
y %BQBULBI�LJUB�NFOFNVLBO�DBSB�VOUVL�NFOHVNQVMLBO�EBOB�UBNCBIBO�HVOB�NFOHHFOBQJ�CBZBSBO�ZBOH�LJUB�UFSJNB�TFCBHBJ�

QFSBOUBSB�QFOFSJNB�NBOGBBU 



#FCFSBQB�PSHBOJTBTJ�OJSMBCB�TFQFSUJ�"NFSJ$BSFT�
'PVOEBUJPO� UFMBI� CFSLFNCBOH� QFTBU� EFOHBO�
NFOHVNQVMLBO� EPOBTJ� EBMBN� CFOUVL� OPO�EBOB�
EBSJ� QFSVTBIBBO� EBO� JOEJWJEV� EBO� LFNVEJBO�
NFOEJTUSJCVTJLBO� CBSBOH�CBSBOH� TVNCBOHBO� JOJ�
LFQBEB�QFOFSJNB�ZBOH�NFNCVUVILBO�EBO�UJEBL�
NBNQV�NFNCFMJOZB� EJ� QBTBS�� -FNCBHB� OJSMBCB�
ZBOH� NFOHPQFSBTJLBO� KFOJT� QSPHSBN� JOJ�
NFOHHVOBLBO�NPEFM�QFOEBOBBO�ZBOH�LBNJ�TFCVU�
3FTPVSDF�3FDZDMFS�BUBV�1FOEBVS�4VNCFS�%BZB��
1FSVTBIBBO� CFSTFEJB� NFOZVNCBOHLBO� CBSBOH�
LBSFOB� KJLB� UJEBL� BLBO� UFSCVBOH� QFSDVNB�
	N J T B M O Z B  � NB L B O B O � E F O H B O � U B O H H B M�
LFEBMVXBSTB
� BUBV� LBSFOB� CJBZB� NBSHJOBM�
QFNCVBUBO� CBSBOH� SFOEBI� EBO� UJEBL� BLBO�
EJEJTUSJCVTJLBO� EJ� QBTBS� ZBOH� BLBO� CFSTBJOH�
EFOHBO� QSPEVTFO� 	NJTBMOZB� QFOHPCBUBO� EJ�
OFHBSB� CFSLFNCBOH
�� 4VNCBOHBO� OPO�OBUVSB�
C JBTBOZB� NFOZVNCBOH� TFCBHJBO� CFTBS�
QFOEBQBUBO�UFUBQJ�1FOEBVS�4VNCFS�%BZB�IBSVT�
NFOHVNQV M LBO � EBOB � U BNCBIBO � VO UVL�
NFOEVLVOH�CJBZB�PQFSBTJPOBM�NFSFLB��4FCBHJBO�
CFTBS� 1FOEBVS� 4VNCFS� %BZB� UFSMJCBU� EBMBN�
QSPHSBN�QBOHBO�QFSUBOJBO�NFEJT�EBO�HJ[J�TFSUB�
TFSJOHLBMJ�CFSGPLVT�QBEB�JOUFSOBTJPOBM�

5IF� (SFBUFS� #PTUPO� 'PPE� #BOL� 	5(#'#
�
PSHBOJTBTJ� CBOUVBO� LFMBQBSBO� UFSCFTBS� EJ� /FX�
&OHMBOE� BEBMBI� DPOUPI�PSHBOJTBTJ� OJSMBCB� ZBOH�
NFOHHVOBLBO� NPEFM� QFOEBOBBO� 1FOEBVS�
4VNCFS� %BZB�� 0SHBOJTBTJ� JOJ� NFOEJTUSJCVTJLBO�
IBNQJS����KVUB�QPO�NBLBOBO�TFUJBQ�UBIVO�LF�MFCJI�
EBSJ�����PSHBOJTBTJ�MPLBM�UFSNBTVL�EBQVS�VNVN�
QVTBU� QFOJUJQBO� BOBL� QBOUJ� KPNQP� EBO� UFNQBU�
QFOBNQVOHBO� UVOBXJTNB�� 5(#'#�NFNQFSPMFI�
CBSBOH� EFOHBO� CFSCBHBJ� DBSB�� 4VNCFS� CBSBOH�
ZBOH� EPNJOBO� CFSBTBM� EBSJ� QFOHFDFS� EBO�
QSPEVTFO�� *B� KVHB� NFOFSJNB� NBLBOBO� CFSMFCJI�
EBSJ� SFTUPSBO� EBO� IPUFM�� 1BEB� UBIVO� �����
EVLVOHBO� EBMBN� CFOUVL� CBSBOH� EBSJ� LPSQPSBTJ�
NFOZVNCBOH����QFSTFO�EBSJ�QFOEBQBUBO�5(#'#��
1SPHSBN� GFEFSBM� EBO�QFNFSJOUBI� OFHBSB�CBHJBO�
NFNCFSJLBO� CBSBOH� EBO� VBOH� VOUVL� 5(#'#�
NFODBLVQ����QFSTFO�EBSJ�BOHHBSBO�UBIVOBOOZB�
ZBOH�LFNVEJBO�EJHVOBLBO�5(#'#�VOUVL�NFNCFMJ�
NBLBOBO�VOUVL�EJEJTUSJCVTJLBO��4VNCBOHBO�UVOBJ�
EB S J � J OE JW JEV � NFOHIBT J M LBO � �� � QF STFO�
QFOEBQBUBO� ZBOH� NFOVUVQJ� CJBZB� PQFSBTJPOBM�
EBO�QFOJOHLBUBO�NPEBM�

3FTPVSDF�3FDZDMF
1FOEBVS�4VNCFS�%BZB

1FSUBOZBBO�LVODJ�VOUVL�NPEFM�JOJ�
y "QBLBI�QSPEVL�ZBOH�LJUB�EJTUSJCVTJLBO�LFNVOHLJOBO�CFTBS�BLBO�EJTVNCBOH�TFDBSB�UFSVT�NFOFSVT�BUBV�CFSLFMBOKVUBO 
y #JTBLBI�LJUB�NFOHFNCBOHLBO�LFBIMJBO�VOUVL�NFOHJLVUJ�USFO�EJ�JOEVTUSJ�QFOZVNCBOH�QSPEVL�TFIJOHHB�LJUB�TJBQ�NFOHIBEBQJ�

áVLUVBTJ�EPOBTJ 
y "QBLBI�LJUB�NFNJMJLJ�TUSBUFHJ�VOUVL�NFOBSJL�VBOH�UVOBJ�ZBOH�EJQFSMVLBO�VOUVL�NFOEBOBJ�QFMBLTBOBBO�QSPHSBN�EBO�PQFSBTJPOBM 



%BMBN� JLMJN� FLPOPNJ� TBBU� JOJ� QBSB� QFNJNQJO�
OJSMBCB�UFSHPEB�VOUVL�NFODBSJ�VBOH�EJ�NBOB�QVO�
NFSFLB� EBQBU� NFOFNVLBOOZB� NFOZFCBCLBO�
CFCFSBQB� PSHBOJTBTJ� OJSMBCB� NFOZJNQBOH� EBSJ�
KBMVS�� *UV� TBMBI�� 4FMBNB� NBTB�NBTB� TVMJU� MFCJI�
QFOUJOH� EBSJQBEB� TFCFMVNOZB� CBHJ� QBSB�
QFNJNQJO� OJSMBCB� VOUVL� NFNFSJLTB� TUSBUFHJ�
QFOEBOBBO�NFSFLB�EFOHBO�DFSNBU�EBO�EJTJQMJO�
EBMBN�DBSB�NFOHVNQVMLBO�VBOH��,BNJ�CFSIBSBQ�
BSUJLFM� JOJ�NFNCFSJLBO�LFSBOHLB�LFSKB�CBHJ�QBSB�
QFNJNQJO�OJSMBCB�VOUVL�NFMBLVLBO�IBM�JUV�

+BMVS�QFOEBOBBO�ZBOH�EJBNCJM�MFNCBHB�OPOQSPàU�
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10
Money is a constant topic of conversation among non-profit leaders: 

How much do we need? Where can we find it? Why isn’t there more 
of it? In tough economic times, these types of questions become more 
frequent and pressing. 

 Unfortunately, the answers are not readily available. That’s because nonprofit 
leaders are much more sophisticated about creating programs than they are about 
funding their organizations, and philanthropists often struggle to understand the 
impact (and limitations) of their donations. There are consequences to this fi nancial 
fuzziness. When nonprofits and funding sources are not well matched, money 
doesn’t fl ow to the areas where it will do the greatest good. Too often, the result is 
that prom- ising programs are cut, curtailed, or never launched.
 And when dollars become tight, a chaotic fundraising scramble is all the more 
likely to ensue.1 In the for-profit world, by contrast, there is a much higher degree of 
clarity on fi nancial issues. This is particularly true when it comes to understanding 
how diff erent businesses operate, which can be encapsulated in a set of principles 

known as business models. Although there is no defi nitive list of corporate business 
models,2 there is enough agreement about what they mean that investors and 
executives alike can engage in sophisticated conversations about any given company’s 
strategy. When a person says that a company is a “low-cost provider” or a “fast 
follower,” the main outlines of how that company operates are pretty clear. Similarly, 
stating that a company is using “the razor and the razor blade” model describes a 
type of ongoing customer relationship that applies far beyond shaving products. 
 The value of such shorthand is that it allows business leaders to articulate quickly 
and clearly how they will succeed in the marketplace, and it allows investors to quiz 
executives more easily about how they intend to make money. This back-and-forth 
increases the odds that businesses will succeed, investors will make money, and 
everyone will learn more from their experiences. 
 The nonprofi t world rarely engages in equally clear and succinct conversations 
about an organization’s long-term funding strategy. That is because the different 
types of funding that fuel nonprofi ts have never been clearly defined.3 More than 
a poverty of language, this represents—and results in— a poverty of understanding 
and clear thinking. 
 Through our research, we have identified 10 nonprofit models that are commonly 
used by the largest nonprofi ts in the United States. (See “Funding Models” on page 
37.) Our intent is not to prescribe a single approach for a given nonprofit to pursue. 
Instead, we hope to help non-profit leaders articulate more clearly the models that 
they believe could support the growth of their organizations, and use that insight to 
examine the potential and constraints associated with those models. 

Beneficiaries Are Not Customers 
One reason why the nonprofit sector has not developed its own lexicon of funding 
models is that running a nonprofit is generally more complicated than running a 
comparable size for-profit business. When a for-profit business finds a way to create 
value for a customer, it has generally found its source of revenue; the customer pays 

For-profit executives use business models—such as “low-
cost provider” or “the razor and the razor blade”— as 
a shorthand way to describe and understand the way 
companies are built and sustained. Nonprofit executives, 
to their detriment, are not as explicit about their funding 
models and have not had an equivalent lexicon—until 
now.
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for the value. With rare exceptions, that is not true in the nonprofit sector. When 
a nonprofit finds a way to create value for a beneficiary (for example, integrating a 
prisoner back into society or saving an endangered species), it has not identified its 
economic engine. That is a separate step.
 Duke University business professor J. Gregory Dees, in his work on social 
entrepreneurship, describes the need to understand both the donor value proposition 
and the recipient value proposition. Clara Miller, CEO of the Nonprofit Finance 
Fund, who has also written wonderfully about this dilemma, talks about all nonprofi 
ts being in two “businesses”—one related to their program activities and the other 
related to raising charitable “subsidies.” 
 As a result of this distinction between beneficiary and funder, the critical aspects 
(and accompanying vocabulary) of nonprofit funding models need to be understood 
separately from those of the for-profi t world. It is also why we use the term funding 
model rather than business model to describe the framework. A business model 
incorporates choices about the cost structure and value proposition to the beneficiary. 
A funding model, however, focuses only on the funding, not on the programs and 
services off ered to the benefi ciary. 
 All nonprofit executives can use our 10 funding models to improve their 
fundraising and management, but the usefulness of these models becomes 
particularly important as nonprofits get bigger. There are many ways to raise as much 
as $1 million a year, some of which can be improvised during the process. Once 
organizations try to raise $25 million to $50 million or more each year, however, 
there are fewer possible paths. The number of potential decision makers who can 
authorize spending such large amounts of money decreases (or you need to get them 
enmasse), and the factors that motivate these decision makers to say “yes” are more 
established (or cannot be as thoroughly infl uenced by one charismatic nonprofit 
leader). 
 Our research of large nonprofi ts confi rms this. In a recent study, we identified 
144 nonprofit organizations—created since 1970—that had grown to $50 million 
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a year or more in size.4 We found that each of these organizations grew large by 
pursuing specifi c sources of funding—often concentrated in one particular source of 
funds—that were a good match to support their particular types of work. Each had 
also built up highly professional internal fundraising capabilities targeted at those 
sources. In other words, each of the largest nonprofi ts had a well-developed funding 
model. 
 The larger the amount of funding needed, the more important it is to follow 
preexisting funding markets where there are particular decision makers with 
established motivations. Large groups of individual donors, for example, are already 
joined by common concerns about various issues, such as breast cancer research. 
And major government funding pools, to cite another example, already have specifi c 
objectives, such as foster care. Although a nonprofi t that needs a few million dollars 
annually may convince a handful of foundations or wealthy individuals to support 
an issue that they had not previously prioritized, a nonprofit trying to raise tens of 
millions of dollars per year can rarely do so. 
 This is not to say that funding markets are static; they aren’t. The first Earth Day 
in 1970 coincided with a major expansion in giving to environmental causes; the 
Ethiopian famine of 1984-85 led to a dramatic increase in support for international 
relief; and awareness of the U.S. educational crisis in the late 1980s laid the 
groundwork for charter school funding. Changes cannot be foreseen, however, and, 
hence, can not be depended on as a source of funding. In addition, these changes 
were the product or culmination of complex national and international events, not 
the result of a single nonprofi t’s work.
 Earl Martin Phalen, cofounder of BELL, an after-school and summer educational 
organization, captured the benefi ts of such intentionality well, summing up his 
experience for a group of non- profi t leaders in 2007. “Our fundraising strategy used 
to be ‘let’s raise more money this year than last’ and we always were unsure of where 
we’d be. Then we got serious in thinking about our model and identifi ed an ongoing 
type of government funding that was a good match for our work. While it required 
some program changes to work, we now predictably cover 70 percent of our costs in 
any locality through this approach.”

Ten Funding Models 
Devising a framework for nonprofit funding presents challenges. To be useful, the 
models cannot be too general or too specific. For example, a community health 
clinic serving patients covered by Medicaid and a nonprofit doing development work 
supported by the U.S. Agency for International Development are both government 
funded, yet the type of funding they get, and the decision makers controlling the 
funding, are very different. Lumping the two together in the same model would not 
be useful. At the same time, designating a separate model for nonprofits that receive 



Title I SES funds, for example, is too narrow to be useful. 
 In the end, we settled on three parameters to define our funding models—the 
source of funds, the types of decision makers, and the motivations of the decision 
makers. (See “Identifying the Models” below.) This allowed us to identify 10 distinct 
funding models at a level that is broadly relevant yet defi nes real choices. 
 It is interesting to note that there were several funding models we thought we 
might find, but didn’t. One possible model was nonprofi ts supported by earned-
income ventures distinct and separate from their core mission-related activities. 
Another possible model was nonprofi ts that operated on a strictly fee-for-service 
model in either a business-to-business or direct-to-consumer fashion, without 
important supplementary fundraising (from members or prior benefi ciaries) or 
underlying government support. Although there are some nonprofits supporting 
themselves with such funding approaches, they were not present among the large 
nonprofi ts that we studied. It is our belief that these types of approaches do not lend 
themselves to large-scale, sustained nonprofit advantage over for-profit entities.
 What follows are descriptions of the 10 funding models, along with profiles of 
representative nonprofits for each model. The models are ordered by the dominant 
type of funder. The first three models (Heartfelt Connector, Beneficiary Builder, 
and Member Motivator) are funded largely by many individual donations. The next 
model (Big Bettor) is funded largely by a single person or by a few individuals or 
foundations. The next three models (Public Provider, Policy Innovator, and Benefi 
ciary Broker) are funded largely by the government. The next model (Resource 
Recycler) is supported largely by corporate funding. And the last two models (Market 
Maker and Local Nationalizer) have a mix of funders. 

1. Heartfelt Connector Some nonprofits, such as the Make-a-Wish 
Foundation, grow large by focusing on causes that resonate with the 
existing concerns of large numbers of people at all income levels, and by 
creating a structured way for these people to connect where none had 

previously existed. Nonprofits that take this approach use a funding model we call 
the Heartfelt Connector. Some of the more popular causes are in the environmental, 
international, and medical research areas. They are different from nonprofi ts that tap 
individuals with particular religious beliefs, political leanings, or sporting interests, 
who come together to form organizations in the course of expressing their interests. 
Heartfelt Connectors often try to build explicit connections between volunteers 
through special fundraising events. 
 The Susan G. Komen Foundation is an example of a nonprofit that uses the 
Heartfelt Connector model. Established in 1982, the Komen Foundation works 
through a network of 125 affi liates to eradicate breast cancer as a life-threatening 
disease by funding research grants, by supporting education, screening, and treatment 
projects in communities around the world, and by educating women about the 

importance of early detection. The foundation’s mission has a deep resonance with 
many women, even though its work may never benefi t them directly. Between 1997 
and 2007 the Komen Foundation’s annual fundraising grew from $47 million to $334 
million. The average individual donation is small, about $33, but the foundation’s 
fundraising efforts have been driven by its ability to reach out to an everwidening 
base of support. Its major fundraising vehicle is the Susan G. Komen Race for the 
Cure. The foundation and its affiliates hold about 120 running races each year that 
draw more than 1 million participants. These events not only allow individuals to 
give money; they also engage volunteers to put together teams, solicit funds, and 
participate in the race day experience. 
 Nonprofit leaders considering the Heartfelt Connector funding model should 
ask themselves the following questions: ■ Have a large cross section of people already 
shown that they will fund causes in this domain? ■ Can we communicate what is 
compelling about our nonprofi t in a simple and concise way? ■ Does a natural 
avenue exist to attract and involve large numbers of volunteers? ■ Do we have, or 
can we develop, the in-house capabilities to attempt broad outreach in even one 
geographic area? 

2. Beneficiary Builder Some nonprofi ts, such as the Cleveland Clinic, 
are reimbursed for services that they provide to specific individuals, but 
rely on people who have benefi ted in the past from these services for 
additional donations. We call the funding model that these organizations 

Identifying the Models
We started by identifying a pool of nonprofi ts to study by combining The NonProfit 
Times’ “Top 100” list (from 2006) with our list of 144 nonprofits founded since 1970 
that have reached $50 million or greater in size. Several major types of nonprofits (for 
example, hos- pitals, universities, and religious congregations) were not represented 
in this sample so we added them to our pool. Next, we collected revenue and 
funding data for each sample organization. As we categorized the data, we began 
to identify funding patterns. Each major funding source (for example, government) 
broke into a handful of subsources that represented distinct decision makers and 
motivations and linked remarkably well to the organization’s missions and domains. 
At the end of this process, we had 10 funding models. Then, we interviewed the 
leaders of organizations that epitomize each model. Our goal in the interviews was 
to explore the challenges and trade-offs of each model, and to better understand 
the drivers of successful fundraising within each model. —W.F., P.K., & B.C.



use the Beneficiary Builder. Two of the best examples of Beneficiary Builders are 
hospitals and universities. Generally, the vast majority of these nonprofits’ funding 
comes from fees that beneficiaries pay for the services the nonprofits provide. But 
the total cost of delivering the benefit is not covered by the fees. As a result, the 
nonprofit tries to build long-term relationships with people who have benefited from 
the service to provide supplemental support, hence the name Beneficiary Builder. 
Although these donations are often small relative to fees (averaging approximately 
5 percent at hospitals and 30 percent at private universities), these funds are critical 
sources of income for major projects such as building, research, and endowment 
funds. Donors are often motivated to give money because they believe that the 
benefit they received changed their life. Organizations using a Beneficiary Builder 
model tend to obtain the majority of their charitable support from major gifts. 
 Princeton University is an example of a nonprofit that uses the Beneficiary Builder 
model. The university has become very adept at tapping alumni for donations, 
boasting the highest alumni-giving rate among national universities—59.2 percent. 
In 2008, more than 33,000 undergraduate alumni donated $43.6 million to their 
alma mater. As a result of the school’s fundraising prowess, more than 50 percent 
of Princeton’s operating budget is paid for by donations and earnings from its 
endowment. 
 Nonprofit leaders considering the Beneficiary Builder funding model should ask 
themselves the following questions: ■ Does our mission create an individual benefi t 
that is also perceived as an important social good? ■ Do individuals develop a deep 
loyalty to the organization in the course of receiving their individual benefit? ■ Do 
we have the infrastructure to reach out to benefi ciaries in a scalable fashion? 

3. Member Motivator There are some nonprofits, such as Saddleback 
Church, that rely on individual donations and use a funding model 
we call Member Motivator. These individuals (who are members of the 
nonprofit) donate money because the issue is integral to their everyday 

life and is something from which they draw a collective benefit. Non-profits using 
the Member Motivator funding model do not create the rationale for group activity, 
but instead connect with members (and donors) by offering or supporting the 
activities that they already seek. These organizations are often involved in religion, 
the environment, or arts, culture, and humanities. 
 The National Wild Turkey Federation (NWTF), which protects and expands 
wild turkey habitats and promotes wild turkey hunting, is an example of a Member 
Motivator. It attracts turkey hunters, who collectively benefit from NWTF’s work 
and therefore become loyal members and fundraisers. Local NWTF members 
host more than 2,000 fundraising banquets each year, raising about 80 percent of 
the organization’s annual revenues. These banquets provide multiple donation 
opportunities: entry tickets (which cost about $50 each and include an annual 

membership); merchandise purchase (averaging more than $100 per attendee); and 
raffl e tickets (generating about $16,000 per banquet). NWTF’s national headquarters 
supplies raffl e prizes and merchandise to sell at these banquets. Each banquet clears 
an average of $10,000 after expenses. A significant portion of the money raised is 
dedicated to land and turkey conservation in the community from which it was 
donated. 
 Nonprofit leaders considering the Member Motivator funding model should ask 
themselves the following questions: ■ Will our members feel that the actions of the 
organization are directly benefiting them, even if the benefi t is shared collectively? ■ 
Do we have the ability to involve and manage our members in fundraising activities? 
■ Can we commit to staying in tune with, and faithful to, our core membership, even 
if it means turning down funding opportunities and not pursuing activities that fail 
to resonate with our members?

4. Big Bettor There are a few nonprofits, such as the Stanley Medical 
Research Institute, that rely on major grants from a few individuals or 
foundations to fund their operations. We call their funding model the Big 
Bettor. Often, the primary donor is also a founder, who wants to tackle 

an issue that is deeply personal to him or her. Although Big Bettors often launch with 
significant financial backing already secured, allowing them to grow large quickly, 
there are other instances when an existing organization gets the support of a major 
donor who decides to fund a new and important approach to solving a problem. 
The nonprofits we identified as Big Bettors are focused either on medical research 
or on environmental issues. The primary reasons that Big Bettors can attract sizable 
donations are: the problem being addressed can potentially be solved with a huge 
infl ux of money (for example, a vast sum can launch a research institute to cure a 
specific illness); or the organization is using a unique and compelling approach to 
solve the problem. 
 Conservation International (CI), whose mission is to conserve the Earth’s 
biodiversity and to demonstrate that humans can live harmoniously with nature, 
is an example of a nonprofit that uses the Big Bettor funding model. CI’s ability to 
identify locations around the world where protecting an area of land can have a 
signifi cant effection preserving global biodiversity helps it attract donors who are 
willing to contribute large amounts of money so that they can have an important and 
lasting impact on protecting the Earth. The majority of CI’s contributions come from 
a few large donors. 
 Nonprofit leaders considering the Big Bettor funding model should ask 
themselves the following questions: ■ Can we create a tangible and lasting solution to 
a major problem in a foreseeable time frame? ■ Can we clearly articulate how we will 
use large-scale funding to achieve our goals? ■ Are any of the wealthiest individuals 
or foundations interested in our issue and approach? 



5. Public Provider Many nonprofits, such as the 
Success for All Foundation, work with government 
agencies to provide essential social services, such as 
housing, human services, and education, for which 

the government has previously defined and allocated funding. 
Nonprofits that provide these services use a funding model we 
call Public Provider. In some cases, the government outsources the 
service delivery function but establishes specifi c requirements for 
nonprofi ts to receive funding, such as reimbursement formulae 
or a request for proposal (RFP) process. As Public Providers grow, 
they often seek other funding sources to augment their funding 
base. 
 TMC (formerly the Texas Migrant Council), which supports 
children and families in migrant and immigrant communities, 
is an example of an organization that uses the Public Provider 
funding model. At its inception in 1971, TMC tapped into the 
federal govern ment’s Head Start program to fund its initial work, 
helping children prepare for school by focusing on the bilingual 
and bicultural needs of families. As TMC grew, its leaders sought to 
reduce its dependence on this one funding source and to identify 
other government funds. TMC now receives funding from a variety 
of federal, state, and local government sources. TMC has expanded 
from Texas into seven additional states and is off ering new 
programs, such as literacy, prenatal care, and consumer education. 
 Nonprofit leaders considering the Public Provider funding 
model should ask themselves the following questions: ■ Is our 
organization a natural match with one or more large, preexisting 
government programs? ■ Can we demonstrate that our organization 
will do a better job than our competitors? ■ Are we willing to take 
the time to secure contract renewals on a regular basis?

6. Policy Innovator Some nonprofits, such as Youth 
Villages, rely on government money and use a funding 
model we call Policy Innovator. These nonprofits have 
developed novel methods to address social issues 

that are not clearly compatible with existing government funding 
programs. They have convinced government funders to support 
these alternate methods, usually by presenting their solutions 
as more effective and less expensive than existing programs. (By 
contrast, Public Providers tap into existing government programs 



to provide funds for the services they offer.) 
 An example of a Policy Innovator is HELP USA. This nonprofit provides 
transitional housing for the homeless and develops affordable permanent housing 
for low-income families. Andrew Cuomo (son of former New York governor Mario 
Cuomo) founded HELP USA in 1986 as an alternative to New York’s approach of 
paying ho- tels to house the homeless in so-called “welfare hotels.” HELP USA’s 
innovative approach to the housing crisis came about in an era when homelessness 
was a prominent public issue and government funders were willing to try a novel 
approach. Cuomo gained the initial support of government decision makers by 
positioning his solution as both more eff ective and less costly, which was critical 
during New York’s fi scal crisis. In 2007, HELP USA’s revenues were $60 million, 
almost 80 percent of which came from government sources, half federal and half 
state and local. The organization was operating in New York City, Philadelphia, Las 
Vegas, Houston, and Buff alo, N.Y. 
 Nonprofit leaders considering the Policy Innovator funding model should ask 
themselves the following questions: ■ Do we provide an innovative approach that 
surpasses the status quo (in impact and cost) and is compelling enough to attract 
government funders, which tend to gravitate toward traditional solutions? ■ Can 
we provide government funders with evidence that our program works? ■ Are we 
willing and able to cultivate strong relationships with government decision makers 
who will advocate change? ■ At this time are there sufficient pressures on government 
to overturn the status quo? 

7. Beneficiary Broker Some nonprofits, such as the Iowa Student 
Loan Liquidity Corporation, compete with one another to provide 
government-funded or backed ser- vices to benefi ciaries. Nonprofits 
that do this use what we call a Beneficiary Broker funding model. 

Among the areas where Beneficiary Brokers compete are housing, employment 
services, health care, and student loans. What distinguishes these nonprofi ts from 
other government-funded programs is that the beneficiaries are free to choose the 
nonprofit from which they will get the service. 
 The Metropolitan Boston Housing Partnership (MBHP), a regional nonprofit 
administering state and federal rental assistance voucher programs in 30 Massachusetts 
communities, is an example of a nonprofit that uses the Benefi ciary Broker funding 
model. Since launching the organization in 1991, MBHP has developed a reputation 
as a reliable provider of housing vouchers for families in need. MBHP is the largest 
provider of housing vouchers in the Boston area, connecting more than 7,500 
families to housing at any one time. MBHP also provides related services, such as 
education and homelessness prevention programs. More than 90 percent of MBHP’s 
revenue comes from the small administrative fees the state provides as part of the 
voucher program. The remaining funds come from corporations and foundations. 

 Nonprofit leaders considering the Beneficiary Broker funding model should 
ask themselves the following questions: ■ Can we demonstrate to the government 
our superior ability to connect benefi t or voucher holders with benefits, such as 
successful placement rates and customer satisfaction feedback? ■ Can we develop 
supplemental services that maximize the value of the benefi t? ■ Can we master the 
government regulations and requirements needed to be a provider of these benefits? 
■ Can we fi nd ways to raise money to supplement the fees we receive from the 
benefits program? 

8. Resource Recycler Some nonprofits, such as AmeriCares 
Foundation, have grown large by collecting in-kind donations from 
corporations and individuals, and then distributing these donated 
goods to needy recipients who could not have purchased them on the 

market. Nonprofi ts that operate these types of programs use a funding model we 
call Resource Recycler. Businesses are willing to donate goods because they would 
otherwise go to waste (for example, foods with an expiration date), or because the 
marginal cost of making the goods is low and they will not be distributed in markets 
that would compete with the producer (for example, medications in developing 
countries). Inkind donations typically account for the majority of revenues, but 
Resource Recyclers must raise additional funds to support their operating costs. The 
vast majority of Resource Recyclers are involved in food, agriculture, medical, and 
nutrition programs and often are internationally focused. 
 The Greater Boston Food Bank (TGBFB), the largest hunger relief organization 
in New England, is an example of a nonprofit that uses the Resource Recycler 
funding model. This organization distributes nearly 30 million pounds of food 
annually to more than 600 local organizations, including food pantries, soup 
kitchens, day care cen- ters, senior centers, and homeless shelters. TGBFB acquires 
goods in many ways. The dominant sources of goods are retailers and manufacturers. 
It also receives surplus food from restaurants and hotels. In 2006, corporate in-kind 
support accounted for 52 percent of TGBFB’s revenues. Federal and state government 
programs provide TGBFB with inkind goods and money, accounting for 23 percent 
of its annual budget, which TGBFB uses to purchase food for distribution. Cash 
donations from individuals make up the remaining 25 percent of revenues, covering 
overhead and capital improvements. 
 Nonprofit leaders considering the Resource Recycler funding model should 
ask themselves the following questions: ■ Are the products that we distribute likely 
to be donated on an ongoing basis? ■ Can we develop the expertise to stay abreast 
of trends in the industries that donate products to us so that we can prepare for fl 
uctuations in donations? ■ Do we have a strategy for attracting the cash we’ll need to 
fund operations and overhead?



9. Market Maker Some nonprofits, such as the Trust for Public 
Land, provide a service that straddles an altruistic donor and a payor 
motivated by market forces. Even though there is money available to pay 
for the service, it would be unseemly or unlawful for a for-profit to do so. 

Nonprofi ts that provide these services use a funding model we call Market Maker. 
Organ donation is one example where Market Makers operate. There is a demand for 
human organs, but it is illegal to sell them. These nonprofits generate the majority of 
their revenues from fees or donations that are directly linked to their activities. Most 
Market Makers operate in the area of health and disease, but some also operate in the 
environmental protection area (for example, land conservation). 
 The American Kidney Fund (AKF) is an example of a nonprofit that uses the 
Market Maker funding model. AKF was founded in 1971 to help low-income people 
with kidney failure pay for dialysis. It is now the country’s leading source of financial 
aid to kidney dialysis patients, providing (in 2006) $82 million in annual grants 
to 63,500 kidney patients (about 19 percent of all dialysis patients). Before 1996, 
health care providers were allowed to pay Medicare Part B and Medigap premiums 
(approximately 20 percent of total costs) for needy dialysis patients. In 1996, the 
federal government made it illegal for providers to do this because it might trap the 
patient into receiving dialysis from a particular provider. The new law left thousands 
of kidney patients unable to aff ord kidney treatment. AKF noticed this gap and 
established a program to fi ll it. AKF now pays these premiums, allowing patients 
to continue their treatment. AKF is funded primarily by health care providers and 
other corporations. AKF is now applying the same principles used in its kidney 
dialysis program for pharmaceuticals used to treat bone loss. 
 Nonprofit leaders considering the Market Maker funding model should ask 
themselves the following questions: ■ Is there a group of funders with a fi nancial 
interest in supporting our work? ■ Are there legal or ethical reasons why it would be 
more appropri- ate for a nonprofi t to deliver the services? ■ Do we already have a 
trusted program and brand name?

10. Local Nationalizer There are a number of nonprofits, such 
as Big Brothers Big Sisters of America, that have grown large by 
creating a national network of locally based operations. These 
nonprofi ts use a funding model we call Local Nationalizers. 

These organizations focus on issues, such as poor schools or children in need of 
adult role models, that are important to local communities across the country, where 
government alone can’t solve the problem. Most of the money for programs is raised 
locally, often from individual or corporate do- nations and special events. Very little 
of the money comes from government agencies or fees. Very few local operations 
exceed $5 million in size, but, in totality they can be quite large. 
 Teach for America (TFA) is an example of a nonprofit that uses a Local 

Nationalizer funding model. TFA recruits, trains, and places recent college graduates 
into teaching positions in schools across the country. TFA was founded in 1989, and 
by 2007 had more than $90 million in annual revenues. The organization relies on its 
26 regional TFA offi ces to raise more than 75 percent of its funding. The reason this 
works is that TFA’s mission—improving the quality of K-12 education—resonates 
with local funders. TFA developed a culture in which fundraising is considered 
a critical aspect of the organization at every level, and it recruited local executive 
directors who would take ownership of attracting regional funding growth. 
 Nonprofit leaders considering the Local Nationalizer funding model should 
ask themselves the following questions: ■ Does our cause address an issue that local 
leaders consider a high priority, and is this issue compelling in communities across 
the country? ■ Does expanding our organization into other communities fulfi ll our 
mission? ■ Can we replicate our model in other communities? ■ Are we committed 
to identifying and empowering high-performing leaders to run local branches of our 
organization in other communities?

Implications for Nonprofits
In the current economic climate it is tempting for nonprofit leaders to seek money 
wherever they can fi nd it, causing some nonprofits to veer off course. That would be 
a mistake. During tough times it is more important than ever for nonprofit leaders to 
examine their funding strategy closely and to be disciplined about the way that they 
raise money. We hope that this article provides a framework for nonprofit leaders to 
do just that. 
 The funding paths that nonprofi ts take will vary, and not all will find models that 
support large-scale programs. The good news is that all nonprofi ts can benefit from 
greater clarity about their most eff ective funding model, and it is possible for some 
nonprofi ts to develop models that raise large amounts of money. As mentioned 
earlier, almost 150 new nonprofits (not counting universities and hospitals), 
surpassed $50 million in annual revenues between 1970 and 2003. 
 On the other side of the equation, philanthropists are becoming more disciplined 
about their nonprofi  investing. A growing number of foundations, such as the Edna 
McConnell Clark Foundation and New Profit Inc., are investing in their grantees 
to improve both program and funding models. We hope that this article helps 
philanthropists become clearer about their funding strategy so that they can support 
their programs more effectively. 
 As society looks to the nonprofit sector and philanthropy to solve important 
problems, a realistic understanding of funding models is increasingly important to 
realizing those aspirations. ■



Notes 
1. In a November 2008 Bridgespan survey of more than 100 nonprofits, leaders were 1 asked which of eight 

different and often conflicting fundraising tactics would play some role or a major role in their approach to 
addressing the downturn. Nearly half (48 percent) of respondents said that six or more would. 

2. For example, see Thomas Malone, Peter Weill, Richard Lai, et al., “Do Some Business 2 Models Perform 
Better Than Others?” MIT Sloan Research Paper No. 4615-06, May 2006. 

3. For an early framework looking at “donative” vs. “commercial” nonprofi ts, see Henry 3 Hansmann, “The 
Role of Nonprofit Enterprise,” Yale Law Journal, 89, 5, April 1980. 

4. William Foster and Gail Fine, “How Nonprofi ts Get Really Big,” 4 Stanford Social Innovation Review, spring 
2007.
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